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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis of Li-ching Lin for the Master of Arts in TESOL presented 
June 5, 1995. 
Title: Teaching English Grapheme-Phoneme Correspondences to Chinese Students. 
This study investigates whether or not instruction of English graphophonic 
correspondences, i.e., the link between letters and sounds, will help Chinese students in 
learning English vocabulary. Following other related research, I assume that Chinese 
students can benefit from instruction of English grapheme-phoneme correspondences in 
learning English words. If this assumption is true, there should be a statistically 
significant difference between students who have instruction of English graphophonic 
correspondences for learning English words and students who do not. 
1. Chinese students who have been given lessons in 001h pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will recall more English words on a 
short-term vocabulary test immediately after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given ~ the lessons in pronunciation. 
2. Chinese students who have been given lessons in b.Q1h pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will also recall more English words on a 
long-term vocabulary test two weeks after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given ~ the lessons in pronunciation. 
Two groups of students who are in their second year of a junior college in Taiwan 
participated in this study. The control group was given the normal English course and 
pronunciation course which did not include the instruction of any letter-sound 
relationships. The experimental group was given not only the normal English course and 
pronunciation practice but also instruction in English graphophonic correspondences. 
This research examined whether or not the students given explicit instruction in English 
graphophonic correspondences had better performance on both short-term and long-term 
vocabulary recall tests after the special instruction. 
The experimental group recalled more words on both short-term and long-term 
vocabulary recall tests. Moreover, they behaved differently across time depending on 
which group they were in: The experimental group's performance continued to progress 
over time while the control group's performance fluctuated across time. The data 
collected during the experiment support both hypotheses. 
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Languages may vary in the type of writing system used, in the degree of 
correspondence between symbols and sounds, and in the particular levels of phonological 
structure represented by the symbols. It is generally recognized that writing systems fall 
into two broad categories: logographic and alphabetic (Fromkin & Rodman, 1988). 
Alphabetic systems are those in which each symbol (grapheme) ideally corresponds to one 
sound unit (phoneme). For writing purposes, therefore, each word to be recorded must be 
separated into the speech sounds of which it is composed. The symbols for those speech 
sounds are then set down in the same sequence in which they are produced in the spoken 
word (Balmuth, 1982). Therefore, an alphabetic system is basically graphophonic. In the 
Chinese writing system, however, the sound (phoneme) corresponds to the whole word-
form, i.e. the character, rather than to segments, and individual component strokes of the 
written characters do not themselves represent aspects of the phonological pattern 
(Garman, 1990). Given this orthographic structure, there is no grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence rule in Chinese (Cheng, 1992). In contrast to alphabetic languages, 
pronouncing a Chinese character analytically through its component units (strokes) is 
impossible. In other words, the symbol-sound mappings do not become apparent until the 
character has been identified. 
Some educators have begun to consider the overall effects on thinking due to 
processing distinctions signaled by the use of differing writing systems (e.g., Barnitz, 
1982; Huang, 1992; Osborne-Wilson, Sinatra, & Baratta, 1989; Zhou, 1988). After 
reviewing the clinical and experimental research, Zhou (1988) has concluded that the 
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Chinese writing system is processed visually and holistically, and alphabetic writing 
systems are processed acoustically and analytically. For Chinese students, it is difficult to 
be aware of the stable patterns existing in the relationship between letters and sounds in an 
alphabetic language, such as English. This is because of the lack of a grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence characteristic in their first language. Without instruction in English 
graphophonic correspondences, Chinese students tend to transfer their familiar character-
learning strategies to learning English (Huang, 1992). 
Many researchers claim that written words in an alphabetic system can be 
approached in a phonologically analytic fashion (e.g.,_ Adams, 1990; Gleitman & Rozin, 
1977; Gough & Hillinger, 1980; Liberman & Shankweiler, 1979) or, alternatively, they 
can be learned and remembered holistically, i.e., as though they were logographs (e.g., 
Goswami & Bryant, 1990). As Gough and Hillinger (1980) stress, the difficulty with the 
logographic strategy is that it is self-limiting because it does not enable a reader to read 
new words. Moreover, as the vocabulary grows and the number of visually similar words 
increases, the memory burden becomes severe and the logographic strategy becomes 
progressively more inaccurate in processing an alphabetic system. 
Garman (1990) notes that _English orthography seems to violate a very simple / 
spelling-to-sound correspondence, but embodies a set of relationships that are 
considerably more sophisticated and carry a number of advantages. Many researchers have 
done studies which suggest phonological awareness is strongly related to success in 
beginning to read alphabetical languages (e.g., Bialystok, 1991; Byrne & Fielding-
Barnsley, 1989; Cunningham, 1990; Yopp, 1992). Thus, those studies suggest that the 
sophisticated, rather than simple, correspondences between letters and sounds in English 
orthography should be taught explicitly, even to native speakers of English. Accordingly, 
these studies imply that the regularity of grapheme-phoneme correspondences in English 
needs to be taught to second language learners, especially those whose first language is 
logographic such as Chinese. 
There is evidence from psychological research that asserts the role of phonological 
analysis (graphophonic analysis) in reading. It is claimed that phonological activation 
serves word identification, but that it also has an equally important and more universal 
function in comprehension (Perfetti, Zhang, & Berent, 1992). Phonological word forms 
are part of the reader's short-term memory, and comprehension depends on this in several 
ways. First, there is what is called "reference securing" (Perfetti & McCutchen, 1982), 
establishing memory representations that are specific enough to allow specific discourse 
referents to be accessed on demand. Semantic information abstracted from word forms is 
not enough. The functional difference between dog and canine is their distinct 
phonological forms, not their meanings. It is clear that readers in fact generally retain the 
exact wording for a sentence or at least a clause, just as listeners do (Goldman, 
Hogaboam, Bell, & Perfetti, 1980). 
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There is also a confirmation of the role of sound (phonological representation) in / ~­
second language comprehension and production. After reviewing some psycholinguistic 
research, Joanna Channell (1988) has pointed out that for second language learners 
semantic and phonological links would be the most helpful in facilitating the future recall 
of languages such as English. Another discovery was that these kinds of link between 
sound and meaning should be encouraged in presenting vocabulary to second language 
learners. 
Despite the above evidence gained from research, English teachers in Taiwan do 
not pay attention to teaching pronunciation, not to mention graphophonic 
correspondences in English orthography. Many of them simply assume students can figure 
out the relationships between letters and sounds in the English writing system. It seems 
necessary to reconsider the assumption that students, especially second language learners 
such as Chinese students, can figure out the relationships between letters and sounds in 
English by themselves, i.e., that they can recode words without any training. The 
instruction in English graphophonic correspondences that I am talking about here is not a 
method which focuses on the set of rules establishing the relationship between sounds of 
letters and their names. It concerns, rather, knowledge about letter-sound relationships in 
English. I would like to give students graphophonic knowledge, that is, knowledge of 
letter-sound relationships which allows readers to verify predictions. I suspect that the 
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regularity existing in English graphophonic correspondences needs to be taught to Chinese 
students to help them develop graphophonic strategies for learning English more 
effectively and efficiently. 
THE RESEARCH QUESTION 
This research investigated whether or not instruction in English graphophonic 
correspondences, i.e., the link between letters and sounds, will help Chinese students in 
learning English vocabulary. On the basis of the above discussion, I assumed that Chinese 
students could benefit from instruction in the link between English letters and sounds. If 
this assumption is true, there should be a statistically significant difference between 
students who have instruction in English graphophonic correspondences for learning 
English words and students who do not. If the assumption is not true, then there should be 
no statistically significant difference between these two groups of students. 
There were two groups of 18-19 year old, second-year junior college students 
participating in this research. They have been learning English for more than four years. 
The control group was given the normal English course and pronunciation instruction 
which did not include any English letter-sound relationships. The experimental group was 
given not only the normal English course and pronunciation practice but also instruction in 
English graphophonic correspondences. This study examines whether or not the students 
given explicit instruction in English graphophonic correspondences performed better on 
both short-term and long-term vocabulary recall tests after the special instruction. 
HYPOTHESES 
In order to investigate the relative effectiveness of the instruction that Chinese 
students might benefit from on an experimental level, the research hypotheses were made 
as follows: 
1. Chinese students who have been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will recall more English words on a 
short-term vocabulary test immediately after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
2. Chinese students who have been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will also recall more English words on a 
long-term vocabulary test two weeks after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
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I wanted to see whether or not these two hypotheses were supported in this research. If 
statistically significant differences in hypothesis 1 and 2 were found, it would support the 
claim that instruction in English graphophonic correspondences will help Chinese students 
learn English vocabulary better than the other way, which does not include teaching such 
correspondences. If these two hypotheses were not supported by the results at a 
statistically significant level, it would indicate that the instruction that I predicted Chinese 
students would benefit from is not superior to the other way. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
CHINESE ORTHOGRAPHY-THE LOGOGRAPHIC WRITING SYSTEM 
Ancient Chinese characters were designed to directly represent objects and events 
rather than to represent speech sounds. However, modern Chinese characters evolved to 
represent speech sounds, while simultaneously continuing to represent objects and events 
(Li, 1977). As is shown in Figure 1 in the following page (inspired by Cheng, 1992), the 
symbol-sound correspondences in Chinese are not rigid: visually identical or visually 
similar characters can be either phonologically identical or phonologically different, and so 
can visually dissimilar characters. Given this orthographic structure, Cheng ( 1992) claims 
that no grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules exist in Chinese. 
Garman (1990, p. 28-31) demonstrates how phonological aspects are related to 
Chinese characters. There are basically three sorts of character to consider: simple 
characters, compound characters, and character sequences. 
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Chinese Symbol-Sound Correspondences 
Pairing condition Visual Auditory 
Visually identical EtJ (other) - EtJ (don't) bie - bie 
phonologically identical 
Visually identical ~ (music) - ~ (happy) yue - le 
phonologically similar 
Visually identical ~ (evil) - ~ (dislike) e - WU 
phonologically dissimilar 
Visually similar m - m pet - pet 
phonologically identical 
Visually similar ti - - du - XU phonologically similar 
Visually similar * - ill hen - tui phonologically dissimilar 
Visually dissimilar ]J~ - *~ na - na 
phonologically identical 
Visually dissimilar ~ ~ 
.. . 
- Jtan - q1an 
phonologically similar 
Visually dissimilar ~ - ~ bu - yt 
phonologically dissimilar 










his, her, its, etc. 
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The first two of these simple characters, A "person", * "tree", illustrate the simplest sort 
of meaning-based symbol, even preserving something of their_representational 
(pictographic) basis. Maybe the term "ideographic" will be more accurate. The third ;tt: 
"his/her/its" is representationally much more abstract, as well as being more complex in 
term of its component strokes; for this reason it may be called logographic, since there is 
no hint of an attempt here to portray the idea of the word, only to provide a distinct 
symbol for the word itself. Of all these characters there is no connection between their 
stroke structure and the sound structure of the words they represent: Nothing marks the 
tone or the phonemic sequence in any way; there is nothing graphophonic about them. 
Compound Characters 
These compound characters are of two major types, non-graphophonic and 
graphophonic. The first may be illustrated as follows: 
Non-Graphophonic. There is graphological compositionality here, quite clearly; 
but it is not linked to any phonological relationship. 
(4) * mu 
tree 
+ * mu= 
tree 
* ~ lin or sen 
woods forest 
9 
Note that a compound character is distinct from a character sequence, which will be 
discussed below: it may be graphologically complex in a fully compositional fashion, but it 
represents a single character. 









Here 1 in the compound is the reduced form of A ren: it functions in this compound as 
the radical, a type of element which will be talked about below. In each case, however, the 
symbol-to-sound relationship is abstract: xiu -1* , /in if*, sen~ , etc. are all represented . 
by non-graphophonic symbols. 
Graphophonic. A second type of compound has some graphophonic aspects: 
(6) * & ~ mu + fan = ban 
tree to turn over board 
(7) * 0 tt mu + gong = song 
tree public pine tree 
(8) fj ~ If ..on. 
zhu + Jtan = Ian 
bamboo pnson bamboo basket 
In ( 6) and (7), the leftmost element of the compound, * , is called the radical (cf. 
also 1in1* in (5)), and is not represented in the pronunciation of the word at all. It is 
typically representative of the meaning of the compound. The radical may appear in any 
position, not just on the left-for example, the fr in ii_ in (8). However, for any 
particular compound character, the position of the radical element is conventionally fixed: 
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i.e.1in1* and fr in it cannot appear in any other position. The remaining element of 
these compounds serves the function of marking the phonological form of the word. The 
degree to which it achieves this may be less than absolute, as in (6), (7), and (8). But the 
graphophonic function of this element can be fully accurate just as in (9): 




qt = qt 
his, etc. Chinese chess 
where the compound says "related to wood, and pronounced like qi". 
Character Sequences 
In practice, only a learner of the Chinese script would interpret :f'~ in (7) as "a sort 
of tree, and pronounced like gong". For a fluent reader, the character as a whole would 
map onto the lexical item {song: "pine tree"}. What this means is that the force of the 
radical component is frequently lost, and the result of this may be seen in the existence of 
certain character sequences such as ( 10): 
(10) * if& mu ban 
tree board = wooden board 
In (10) there is no new character formed, but rather a (syntactic) sequence of characters to 
express one meaning. But notice that the first character, the form of mu, is required to 
distinguish wooden from other types of board. 
There are many words that consist of two or three characters 











(14) if :m: ta 
tushuguan 
library 
Chao ( 1968) has claimed, "The Chinese sociological equivalent of the word is 
called ~ tzyh" (p. 136). (The"~ tzyh" is what in English is usually called a 
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"character.") Although a character is sometimes not equal to a word, a written character 
always represents an entire syllable in Chinese. The fact that one character corresponds to 
one syllable makes characters play an important role in symbol-sound correspondences. 
Basically, in the Chinese writing system a symbol (character) corresponds to a spoken 
syllable, first. The sound of the syllable is the sound of the written character. Garman 
(1990) concludes that in Chinese the phonological aspects tend to be related to whole 
"word-forms", i.e. characters, rather than to segments, and that individual component 
strokes of the written characters do not themselves represent aspects of the phonological 
pattern. 
Therefore, because of the lack of a grapheme-phoneme correspondence 
characteristic found in their first language, it seems difficult for Chinese students to learn 
that there are stable relationships found between letters and sounds in the English writing 
system. Many Chinese students tend to transfer their familiar character-learning strategies 
to learning English, an alphabetic language in which each letter or combination of letters 
represents a phoneme. Hence, they need to be explicitly taught to take advantage of letter-
sound correspondence strategies for learning an alphabetic language such as English 
(Huang, 1992). 
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GRAPHEME-PHONEME CORRESPONDENCES IN ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHY 
In an alphabetic system like that of English, graphophonic values and 
compositionality are not the whole story. English orthography has been considered a 
highly inefficient system that fails to represent in consistent fashion the relationship 
between graphic symbols and phonetic expression. The phonemic principle of "one symbol 
for each distinctive sound-segment" is apparently violated (Venezky, 1970). Furthermore, 
the many changes that have occurred in the sound system of the words have not always 
been reflected in changes in the spelling of the words that were affected (Fromkin & 
Rodman, 1988). 
The irregularities between graphemes- (letters) and phonemes (sounds) are 
demonstrated by Fromkin and Rodman (1988) as follows: different spellings for the same 








































Nevertheless, Wolfram and Johnson (1982) have claimed, "Although the system 
certainly reveals complexities in its organization, English is hardly the haphazard, ill-
conceived system that it has been made out to be" (p. 198). Several researchers argue that 
a logical system of impressive regularity in English orthography emerges on a more 
"abstract" level (Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Venezky, 1967, 1970). It has been asserted 
that the letter-sound relationships in English are regular in the sense that they are 
predictable, but the phonological values of the symbols change as result of graphic, 
phonological, or grammatical conditioning. 
The spelling system of the English language is based on the alphabetic principle. 
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Written words are composed of sequences of letters that roughly correspond to the 
phonemes of spoken words. (Griffith & Olson, 1992). However, modem English 
orthography fails to represent in consistent fashion the relationship between graphic 
symbols and phonetic expression. First, the phonemi~ principle of "one symbol for each 
distinctive sound-segment" is apparently violated in English orthography (Venezky, 1970). 
Second, the orthography does not always represent what we know about the phonology of 
the language. The many changes that have occurred in the sound system of English have 
not always been reflected in changes in the spelling of the words that were affected 
(Fromkin & Rodman, 1988). 
Concerning the violation of the phonemic principle, more than 40 phonemes are 
identified for English. Given the 26 letters of the alphabet available for use in the English 
writing system, it seems obvious that orthographic representation must go considerably 
beyond the simple correspondence of one letter for each significant phonological unit. A 
single letter for each significant phonological unit is not sufficient, so the system utilizes 
the available symbols in some rather ingenious ways. First, there are a number of digraphs 
(pairs of letters representing a single sound unit), such as th, ch, sh or oo which are just as 
basic to the English orthographic symbols as a and b. Second, the well-known use of a 
vowel + consonant + e indicates a pattern different from a vowel + consonant, as in mate 
and fate compared with mat and fat. Third, letters may even show patterns of alternation 
based solely on their distribution within words. For example, y is replaced by i when 
certain kinds of suffixes are added to the form, as in mercy/merciful and icy/iciest 
(Wolfram & Johnson, 1982). 
In a major spelling research project conducted at Stanford University (Hanna, 
1966), the researchers examined the consistency of grapheme-phoneme relationships in 
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17, 000 words, and analyzed the various structures of American English orthography with 
a computer. By considering (I) phonological factors (position, stress, and surrounding 
environment of letters); (2) morphological factors (compounding affixation, and word 
families); and (3) syntactic/semantic factors (knowledge about morpheme boundaries) the 
researchers were able to devise an algorithm (a set of rules) that resulted in very accurate 
spelling (Hanna, 1966). 
Moreover, in fact, there are far fewer cases of symbol-sound irregularity in English 
than are usually attributed to the system. But there are some. The correspondence of o to 
/r/ in women is an uncommon and unpredictable correspondence for o. The 
correspondence of ea to I ii in bead and teach, and to IE I in dead and treachery, is 
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irregular, since there is no consistent basis for predicting different phonological 
correspondences for the symbol. The case of o corresponding to Ir/ is really an 
"exception," whereas ea for I ii and IE I is the pattern for a relatively large subgroup of 
words. The latter represents a difference between what Venezky ( 1967) labels as "major" 
(ea for Iii) and "minor" (ea for 1£1) correspondence patterns (p. 85-86). Such a 
distinction in kinds of irregularity seems useful in terms of systematically teaching the 
letter-sound correspondences of English. Minor correspondences may be taught as sets of 
items, whereas exceptions are most effectively treated as true exceptions in terms of 
learning (Wolfram & Johnson, 1982). 
The grapheme-phoneme relationships in English are regular in the sense that they 
are largely predictable. Regularity refers to any case that can generally be predicted on a 
non arbitrary basis by a learner of the system. This means that cues from the system can be 
used to predict the correspondence, without appealing to rote memorization of particular 
items (Wolfram & Johnson, 1982). Garman (1990) indicates that although the English 
alphabet may be seen as violating a very simple spelling-to-sound correspondence, it 
actually embodies a set of relationships that are considerably more sophisticated, and carry 
a number of advantages. Since the regularities existing in the English writing system are 
not simple but sophisticated, the spelling principle will not be easily acquired even for 
native speakers, not to mention its second language learners. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
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assume that EFL students such as Chinese, whose first language is logographic, will need 
explicit instruction concerning graphophonic correspondences in English orthography. 
WHY CHINESE STUDENTS SHOULD BE TAUGHT ENGLISH 
GRAPHOPHONIC CORRESPONDENCES 
English Graphophonic Correspondences Can Help Chinese Students in Vocabulary 
Learning 
Vocabulary is usually introduced in the context of reading material in ESL and 
EFL classes. It seems that many teachers assume that by providing a definition, examples, 
and pronunciation of a word to students, the students can learn that word easily by 
themselves in its reading context. This assumption neglects the fact that students need a 
fundamental ability-that is, decoding words-to start to learn their second language. 
Although decoding words is not sufficient, by itself, to learn the language, it is a basic 
ability to start with. Teachers cannot simply assume that students themselves can figure 
out the relationship between the spelling and sounds since the English orthography seems 
so highly irregular and inconsistent at the surface level-the one-to-one correspondence 
level. To process English vocabulary, Huang (1992) concludes that Chinese students need 
to be trained to become independent learners by developing graphophonic strategies. 
Many Chinese students cannot pronounce a new English word without the teacher 
first reading the word to them even if they have studied the language five or six years. In 
Taiwan, many English teachers also assume that students can figure out the relationships 
between letters and sounds in English, and do not pay attention to giving them any explicit 
instruction to help students gain the knowledge. The students who do not know English 
graphophonic correspondences are deprived of any phonological access to new words and 
would have difficulty in processing new English words, as well as building a lexicon to use 
in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 
English Graphophonic Correspondences Can Help Chinese Students Pay Attention to 
Pronunciation 
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Students in Taiwan learn English as a required subject beginning in junior high 
school. They will be given training in letter names and sounds at the very beginning of 
study. Beginning language learners usually start by learning new words written in a new 
writing system. Normal English course in Taiwan emphasizes reading and grammar. 
Chinese students of English usually encounter vocabulary items in print, so their 
vocabulary learning is consequently through the visual mode instead of the auditory mode. 
Four steps are usually used to memorize an English word: (1) looking at the target word, 
(2) pronouncing it (if given the pronunciation of the word), (3) reading its Chinese 
translation, and ( 4) spelling the word orally while simultaneously writing down the spelling 
(Huang, 1992). In the first three steps, students try to associate the shape of the word with 
its sound and meaning; in the fourth step, students memorize a word letter by letter just as 
they memorize a character stroke by stroke. 
Since there are no grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules in the Chinese writing 
system and the radical-sound correspondences in Chinese are highly flexible, Chinese 
students learning English do not usually take advantage of the graphophonic 
correspondence generalizations in a target language, such as English. They frequently omit 
the second step (pronouncing the word) and try to memorize written words without 
knowing their sound. It is no wonder that Chinese students in Taiwan have a difficult time 
learning English words if they simply try to memorize words letter-by-letter without 
knowing the letter-sound correspondences. Thus, Chinese students need to be taught to 
master graphophonic correspondences in English, so they can sound out new words, 
practice the pronunciation of familiar words, and recall the words they have placed in their 
mental lexicon. 
,,,/ 
The Connections between Spelling and Meaning in English Orthography Can Help 
Chinese Students Develop Word Knowledge 
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Although English orthography does manifest a fair number of inconsistencies in 
strict one-to-one letter-sound correspondences, it optimally does reflect the semantic 
relationships among words. Chomsky and Halle ( 1968) have claimed that the 
correspondence of spelling to meaning is often direct in the English writing system. 
Spelling also corresponds to sound, but this correspondence is "indirect". Although this 
claim may be exaggerated, it is true to a certain extent. There are many English words that 
are related in meaning and related in spelling. Although the sound may change, the spelling 
changes little as in the following word pairs: please/pleasant, impose/imposition, 
remedy/remedial. When spelling does change in related words, it usually follows 
predictable structural patterns: explain/explanation, retain/retention. 
Similarly, Venezky (1970) also has asserted that for English orthography, the 
phonemic (sound) and the morphemic (meaning) tendencies are equally strong. In 
addition, morphemic identity is seldom preserved at the expense of the more general 
phonemic patterns. Also, the general phonemic patterns, from all appearances, tend to 
preserve morphemic identity. Thus, in 
opaque - opacity 
electric - electricity 
plastic - plasticity 
-qu- in opaque changes to -c- in opacity; the morphemic identity is not preserved. 
However, it does not operate at the expense of, but rather encourages the implementation 
to, the more general phonemic patterns -c- =Isl (when c is followed by i) in word pairs 
such as electric/electricity, plastic/plasticity, etc. 
Recognizing the connections between English spelling and meaning is more 
dependent on visual identification and similar to the character-learning mode of Chinese 
students. Thus, the spelling/meaning connection should be more easily accepted by 
Chinese students than other techniques. It still needs to be pointed out for them, however. 
Templeton (1983) has noted that knowledge of the spelling/meaning connections in words 
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and of the sequence in which they can be studied can provide the foundation for expanding 
and elaborating students' vocabulary. Moreover, the subtle relationships between spelling, 
meaning and sound in those patterns may need to be pointed out for students, too. 
Templeton (1983) has also stressed that students need to become conscious of the 
general patterns that underlie words, and to realize that to learn a word does not mean one 
learns a single, discrete item. Rather, they can be taught to subdivide and perhaps expand 
an existing meaning category that is represented by other words that are already known. 
Students need to realize, moreover, that many of these words may be similar in form to 
the new word. It is in this latter regard that the spelling system, by visually expressing the 
commonalties among related words, provides the raw data for "analogical formation" of 
meaning relationships in language as well as higher-order phonological rules. 
HOW TO TEACH ENGLISH GRAPHEME-PHONEME CORRESPONDENCES 
The concern here should be the question of which level of linguistic awareness is 
required for learning the English writing system and which level of linguistic awareness is 
more compatible with the cognitive development of readers. 
Phonemic Awareness 
Many researchers have done studies which suggest that phonemic awareness is 
strongly related to success in beginning to read alphabetical languages (e.g., Bialystok, 
1991; Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1989; Cunningham, 1990; Griffith & Olson, 1992; 
Yopp, 1992). Griffith and Olson (1992) suggest several ways for teachers to help learners 
develop phonemic awareness. To make the instruction more explicit, Cunningham (1990) 
has claimed that providing learners with a metalevel framework of how language can be 
examined independently of meaning, how segmentation and blending are involved in 
recoding, of why it is helpful to employ these skills along with the knowledge of when 
segmentation and blending of phonemes should be utilized, may be useful. Although 
phonemic awareness is not sufficient for reading the language, it is helpful if learners can 
come to understand the basic nature of alphabetic orthography. Teaching phonemic 
organization and grapheme-phoneme associations can act complementarily to promote 
acquisition of alphabetic insight (Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 1989). 
Patterns from Symbols to Sounds 
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Wolfram and Johnson (1982) have concluded that in English orthography there are 
more predictable patterns in going from symbols to sounds (decoding) than from sounds 
to symbols (encoding). Besides, Chinese students do not need or cannot use an "encoding" 
skill (from sounds to symbols) in learning English since they learn English usually from 
written forms. For this reason, there is no sound association which has been stored in their 
mind. Therefore, what I will teach students will focus on generalizations from symbols to 
sounds. A series of sound patterns of consonants and vowels will be cited from Heilman 
(1993), Cummings (1988), Prator (1985) and Rinsky and Griffith (1978). 
Relationships among Spelling. Meaning and Sound 
Venezky (1967) has argued that present English orthography is not merely a letter-
to-sound system riddled with imperfections, but, instead, a more complex and more 
regular relationship wherein spelling units are not related directly to sound, but to an 
intermediate (morphophonemic) level first, and then to sound. Venezky (1970) also has 
asserted that for English orthography, the phonemic (sound) and the morphemic 
(meaning) tendencies are equally strong. Hence, students may be led to identify the parts 
of a word which form meaning units or pronunciation units within the word on a 
morphophonemic level. Throughout a process of exploring meaning units and 
pronunciation units, students are provided with opportunities for building on vocabulary 
and the knowledge of the relationships between spelling, meaning and sound. The patterns 
I choose for the instruction are cited from Shane Templeton's research (1983, 
p 9-14). Those patterns will show students the relationships between spelling, meaning 
and sound within word pairs or word families on a morphophonemic level. 
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CONCLUSION 
In Taiwan, many teachers assume that by providing the definition, examples, and 
pronunciation of a word to students, the students can learn that word easily by themselves 
just through reading. This assumption neglects the fact that students need the fundamental 
ability of processing words to begin to learn their second language. Although processing 
words is not sufficient for learning the language, it is a basic ability with which to begin. It 
seems necessary to reconsider the assumption that students can figure out the relationships 
between letters and sounds by themselves, i.e., that they can recode words without any 
training. Without explicit instruction of graphophonic correspondences in English 
orthography, Chinese students tend to transfer their familiar ways of learning characters to 
their English word-learning process. Teachers cannot simply assume that students, by 
themselves, can figure out the relationship between spelling and sounds, since English 
orthography seems so highly irregular and inconsistent at the surface level, the one-to-one 
correspondence level. 
On the basis of my review of past research, the following notion seems convincing: 
graphophonic knowledge is helpful for Chinese students to learn English words. Without 
instruction of English graphophonic correspondences, Chinese students tend to transfer 
their familiar ways of learning Chinese characters to learning English words. There are 
three main reasons why Chinese students should be taught English graphophonic 
correspondences. First, English graphophonic correspondences can help Chinese students 
in vocabulary learning. Second, English graphophonic correspondences can help Chinese 
students pay attention to pronunciation. Third, the connections between spelling and 
meaning in English orthography can help Chinese students develop word knowledge. 
To give students the knowledge, the explicit instruction in my study will include 
segmenting and representing the sounds heard in English words as well as how to organize 
those phonemes and how to associate graphemes with phonemes. In increasing their 
vocabularies, students can be trained to become independent learners by applying 
graphophonic knowledge. In addition, a series of spelling patterns of vowels and 
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consonants, going from symbols to sounds, is included in the instruction. By considering 
phonological and morphological factors, an algorithm (a set of rules) that results in 
accurate spelling can be devised. Furthermore, I have included instruction in the 
spelling/meaning connections within English words to provide students a foundation for 
expanding and elaborating their vocabulary. I have also shown students the subtle 




This study examines whether or not Chinese learners of English can benefit from 
instruction in English grapheme-phoneme correspondences while learning English 
vocabulary; this has been discussed in Chapter II. If any strong relationship can be found, 
the results may contribute to the development of a new vocabulary teaching method for 
students of logographic languages, or even for other ESL/EFL learners. 
GENERAL DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The general design of my study is based on the research of Huang (1992), and 
Baron and Treiman ( 1980). Baron and Treiman assert that the ability to pronounce regular 
non-words is an indication of children's ability to use graphophonic rules in reading. In 
Huang's study, she modified the design of Baron and Treiman's research by using real 
words in her research. Students were given a vocabulary learning session in which 
students learned assigned, unknown English words in a traditional way, by providing a 
definition in Chinese, and an example sentence. Huang assumed that each subject's degree 
of graphophonic knowledge could be measured through the accuracy and speed of his or 
her pronunciation performance on oral reading. After the vocabulary learning session, 
students were required to recall the words which they had just learned and to read these 
words orally. According to Huang, if the graphophonic strategy can help Chinese students 
in learning new words more effectively, there should be a significant positive correlation 
between the number of words pronounced correctly and the vocabulary test scores. 
I adapted the design of Baron and Treiman (1980) to give students a non-word 
"pre-test" in my study. Subjects were asked to pronounce 10 regular non-words, such as 
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"fash" and "lome" etc. The non-words I were inspired by the "stimuli" used in the word 
reading test in Baron and Treiman's research. These non-words were also checked by 
several native English speakers to see if they involve the most general graphophonic rules. 
These 10 non-words will be included in Appendix A. The purpose of this non-word test 
was to investigate whether or not the subjects already had knowledge of graphophonic 
correspondences before treatment. 
In contrast to Huang's design, I actually taught English grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences to Chinese students and investigated whether or not the instruction 
would help them recall more English words. In the school where I conducted this project, 
I was introduced as a guest speaker to two classes who were the subjects in the research. 
During the treatment, both classes took the normal English course two hours a week from 
the same English teacher assigned by the school. In addition, both classes also had special 
instruction for six weeks, two hours a week, from the researcher. The difference between 
these two groups during this special instruction was as follows: The control group was 
given only instruction in pronunciation while the experimental group was given instruction 
both in pronunciation and graphophonic correspondences. 
After the special instruction, both groups were given a vocabulary learning session 
to learn 3 0 words which they had not been taught, chosen from the vocabulary list in their 
textbook. In this vocabulary learning session, the students were taught in this way: They 
were given a definition in its Chinese, IP A (International Phonetic Alphabet) version and 
also an example sentence for each word. I wanted to know whether or not instruction of 
graphophonic correspondences would help the experimental group recall more English 
words. 
To examine and compare the two groups, both groups were tested on their 
vocabulary recall achievement based on the vocabulary recall test used in Huang's 
research. They had a short-term vocabulary recall test right after the vocabulary learning 
session, and a long-term vocabulary recall test two weeks later. In each test, they were 
asked to recall the meanings of 10 words out of 3 0 words they had learned in the 
vocabulary learning session, but the words used in the short-term test and the long-term 
test were different. 
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As well as examining the students' vocabulary recall achievement, I was also 
interested in whether or not the instruction would affect students' performance in 
pronunciation. Therefore, after the short-term recall test, 15 students from each class were 
asked to pronounce the ten words which were the correct answers to the short-term recall 
test. 
The vocabulary learning session, the short-term recall test, and the pronunciation 
test had to take place on the same day. Thus, due to the time limitation, all the students 
answered only 10 questions on the short-term recall test, after which only 15 students 
from each class had time to be recorded while they were pronouncing the ten words. 
There were also I 0 questions on the long-term recall test because it is convenient for the 
same number of items to be analyzed by one statistical method. 
SUBJECTS 
Students who are in their second year of a junior college in Taiwan participated in 
this study. They have been learning English for more than four years. This research 
investigates if they performed better in vocabulary recall tests after being given instruction 
concerning the link between English letters and sounds. There were two groups: a control 
group and an experimental group. Each had about 50 students, consisting of males and 
females between 18-19 years old. There were two classes of students, one from day 
school and the other from night school, assigned by a junior college in Kaohsiung, Taiwan. 
I randomly chose one of the two classes to be the experimental group. All of the students 
were informed that they did not have to participate in this study. Although they had to 
attend every class according to the regulations of the school, they could choose not to 
take part in the research and evaluation. Therefore, only the data of students who 
volunteered to participate in the whole project are included in this study. 
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All the voluntary subjects were given a non-word test before the treatment. In that 
non-word test, all of them were asked to pronounce 10 regular non-words. The number of 
regular non-words that students could pronounce correctly and quickly served as an 
indicator of the degree of graphophonic development that they had achieved. The data of 
students who could pronounce more than 7 of 10 regular non-words in the list were not 
included in this study, either. 
All the students were told that both groups would take part in a research project 
on how Chinese students learn English vocabulary, without knowing there were 
differences in the instruction given to them. In addition, I informed them that there would 
be an 11evaluation, 11 but they were promised that any data from the evaluation would not 
affect their grade for the English class. Because these two groups were from day and night 
school respectively, they were unlikely to share knowledge from the instruction. 
VARIABLES 
There are two main identified variables in the hypotheses: The students' vocabulary 
recall achievement is the dependent variable, and the method used to teach English 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences is the independent variable. This research attempts 
to find out if the independent variable will affect the dependent variable at a statistically 
significant level. Because each single group of students was tested more than once-on a 
non-word test, as well as on short-term and long-term vocabulary recall tests, the 
investigation is a repeated-measures study. To analyze the results of these tests, a 
repeated-measures ANOVA (analysis of variance) will be used. 
I am also interested in whether or not the instruction affected students' 
performance in pronunciation. Right after the short-term vocabulary recall test, 15 
students from each class were asked to pronounce the ten words which are the correct 
answers on the test. I wanted to know if there is a correlation coefficient between two 
variables-students' achievement of vocabulary recall and their performance in 
pronunciation, which is not, however, included as a dependent variable investigated in the 
hypotheses. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient will be used in this 
analysis. 
INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIALS 
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In the "pre-test" before the treatment, the 10 regular non-words (see Appendix A) 
used are inspired from the research of Baron and Treiman (1980). These words are called 
regular non-words because they have no lexical entries, hence cannot be accessed 
lexically; but can be responded to via grapheme-phoneme conversion. A pronunciation 
response to regular non-words is assumed to be mediated via grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence route (Garman, 1990). These regular non-words involve the most general 
grapheme-phoneme rules. The number of words out of the 10 words that students could 
pronounce correctly and quickly will serve as an indication of the degree of graphophonic 
development they had achieved before the treatment. 
During the special instruction, both groups were taught all the phonemes in 
English and were given a great deal of practice in some vowels and consonants which 
students have problems pronouncing correctly. Since the course time was administered 
equally for both groups, the control group had more practice in pronouncing words from 
the reading material used for the normal English course. The experimental group had 
instruction in English graphophonic correspondences, but with less pronunciation practice 
than the control group. The experimental group still performed better on the pronunciation 
test (see page 41). Therefore, the amount of pronunciation practice does not seem to be 
an important uncontrolled variable. 
In the lessons on English graphophonic correspondences, first of all, the 
experimental group was provided with explicit teaching in sound segmentation and in 
letters representing the sounds in words. They were taught a series of stable patterns for 
predicting the pronunciation of consonants and vowels. The patterns I chose were the 
decoding code, the link going from symbols to sounds, since it is more predictable than the 
link going from sounds to symbols. In other words, I taught students how to organize 
those phonemes and how to associate graphemes with phonemes. In increasing their 
vocabularies, students can be trained to become independent learners by applying 
graphophonic knowledge. Students were trained to be aware that English graphophonic 
correspondences are regular in the sense that they are largely predictable. 
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Furthermore, the experimental group was shown the connections among spelling 
and meaning in English orthography. Instruction of the spelling/meaning connections in 
words should provide the foundation for expanding and elaborating students' vocabulary. 
Besides, the subtle relationships between spelling, meaning, and sound in those patterns 
were pointed out to the students. That is, I showed students the relationships between 
spelling, meaning and sound within word pairs or word families on a morphophonemic 
level. The control group only practiced pronouncing the words without being informed of 
any connections between spelling and meaning. All curricula for the control group and the 
experimental group are included in Appendix Band Appendix C respectively. This special 
instruction took six weeks. 
In the seventh week, both groups were given a vocabulary learning session to learn 
3 0 words which they had not been taught in their class. Those words were chosen from 
the vocabulary list in the following lessons in their textbook which were not supposed to 
be already learned by the students. In this vocabulary learning session, the students were 
taught in a traditional way, through being given a definition in its Chinese, IP A 
(International Phonetic Alphabet) version, and also an example sentence for each word. 
These 3 0 English words, their Chinese definitions and example sentences will be shown in 
Appendix D. 
After the vocabulary learning session, two sets of tests, following the format of 
multiple-choice standardized vocabulary tests used in Taiwan, served as test material for 
the short-term and the long-term vocabulary recall tests. For example, 
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Each test had 10 questions resembling the above example. To finish the sentence, students 
needed to choose the right word to fill in the blank. Thus, they had to recall the meanings 
of the words and then make the choice. Both tests are shown in Appendix E. 
SUMMARY 
This research examines whether or not explicit instruction in English graphophonic 
correspondences will influence students' achievement on short-term and long-term 
vocabulary recall tests. The hypotheses and the results in this research cannot be claimed 
as a cause-effect relationship. It will not be certain that the instruction of graphophonic 
correspondences is the only factor that affects students' performance. However, if the 
hypotheses are supported by the results at a statistically significant level, it will lend 
support to the claim that the instruction has a positive influence on Chinese students' 
vocabulary recall achievement, suggesting that an English teacher should teach English 
graphophonic correspondences to Chinese students. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
In this chapter the results of the various measures used during the research are 
reported: an English vocabulary test that both groups took the previous semester, a non-
word test before the treatment, a short-term vocabulary recall test and a pronunciation test 
right after the vocabulary learning session, and a long-term vocabulary recall test two 
weeks later. To test the equality of the two groups before the treatment, the vocabulary 
test before the experiment and the non-word test are analyzed by at-test method. In 
addition, results from the non-word test, short-term and long-term recall tests are analyzed 
by a repeated-measures ANOVA (analysis of variance). Furthermore, the Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficient is used to analyze whether or not there is a strong 
relationship between the students' performance on the short-term vocabulary recall test 
and the pronunciation test. 
HYPOTHESES 
The research has been designed to compare two groups under different 
treatments-instruction in pronunciation only versus instruction in pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences. The research hypotheses have been made as 
follows: 
I. Chinese students who have been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will recall more English words on a 
short-term vocabulary test immediately after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
2. Chinese students who have been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will also recall more English words on a 
long-term vocabulary test two weeks after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
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Two groups of second-year junior college students in Taiwan participated in this study. 
Before the treatment, I asked all students to pronounce 10 regular non-words. Those 
students who could pronounce more than 7 words were considered to be too good to be 
included in this experiment. In the treatment, studen~s in the control group received 
instruction in pronunciation only, while students in the experimental group received 
instruction in both pronunciation and grapheme-phoneme correspondences. The treatment 
took six weeks. In the seventh week, students were given a vocabulary learning session to 
learn 3 0 words which they had not been taught before. To investigate these two 
hypotheses, two vocabulary recall tests were given to the two groups. These two tests 
were based on the tests used in the research of Huang {1992), and modified by the 
researcher for this study. One short-term vocabulary recall test was given immediately 
after the vocabulary learning session and one long-term vocabulary recall test two weeks 
later. Right after taking the short-term recall test, 15 students from each class were asked 
to pronounce 10 words which were the answers to the short-term recall test. I wanted to 
see if there was a correlation between students' performance in pronunciation and 
achievement of vocabulary recall. 
BEFORE THE TREATMENT 
Before the experiment, I wanted to know if the two groups were on a similar level 
of English vocabulary ability. The vocabulary scores of the final English exam that both 
groups took the previous semester were analyzed according to at-test. That test was 
multiple-choice format and consisted of 10 questions. The analysis shows us there was no 
statistically significant difference between the average scores of the 3 8 students in the 
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control group and the 3 9 students in the experimental group on this English vocabulary 
test. As observed in the t-test for equality of means, since the significance level (p = .149) 
is too large to reject the equality hypothesis, the two population means may be equal. The 
control group and the experimental group did not perform differently on the English 
vocabulary test before the experiment, at least not at a significant level; therefore, it might 
be assumed that the two groups had a similar level of vocabulary ability before the 
experiment. Table I illustrates the analysis of the data from the English vocabulary test 
before the experiment. 
TABLE I 
t-test for the English Vocabulary Test before the Experiment 
Variable 






Mean Difference= -.2678 (p = .149 > .05) 







Before the treatment, all the students were asked to pronounce 10 regular non-
words which involve the most general grapheme-phoneme rules, such as "fash" and 
"lome". The data of students who could pronounce more than 7 of the 10 regular non-
words in the list were not included in this study; those students were assumed to have 
enough knowledge of English grapheme-phoneme correspondences already. Originally, 
there were 49 students in the control group and 52 students in the experimental group. 
After excluding those students with enough prior knowledge, there were 3 8 students in 
the control group and 3 9 students in the experimental group. These students were 
assumed to have less than adequate knowledge of English grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences. 
After analysis of the means of the two groups on the non-word test, the average 
scores of the two groups turned out not to have a statistically significant difference. 
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Therefore, it was indicated that the prior knowledge of the 3 8 students in the control 
group and the 3 9 students in the experimental was almost equivalent before treatment. In 
this analysis, the significance level, .310, was too large to reject the equality hypothesis; 
the difference between two population mean scores did not seem statistically significant. 
Table II shows the analysis of the two groups on the non-word test. 
TABLE II 
t-test for the Non-word Test before the Treatment 













The above two analyses seem to support the equality of the two groups before the 
treatment. First, with similar performances on the vocabulary test the previous semester, 
they were supposed to be on a similar level of vocabulary ability. And according to the 
second analysis, the 3 8 students in the control group and 3 9 students in the experimental 
students were considered to have almost equal graphophonic knowledge before the 
treatment. 
AFTER THE TREATMENT 
In the treatment, both groups were given "special" instruction by the same 
instructor, the researcher. Students in the control group received instruction in 
pronunciation only, while students in the experimental group received instruction in both 
pronunciation and grapheme-phoneme correspondences. The treatment took six weeks. In 
the seventh week, students were given a vocabulary learning session to learn 3 0 words 
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that they had not been taught before. Those 30 words were chosen from their text book. 
To investigate the two hypotheses in this study, two vocabulary recall tests were given to 
two groups under the different educational instructions. These two tests were based on the 
tests used in the research of Huang ( 1992 ), and modified by the researcher for this study. 
One short-term vocabulary recall test was given immediately after the learning session and 
one long-term vocabulary recall test two weeks later. In each test, students had to recall 
10 words out of the 30 words that they just learned in the vocabulary learning session. 
Since the interval between the two tests was only two weeks, the words used in the short-
term and long-term tests were different to prevent students from retaining memory from 
one test to the other. 
Statistical Method 
In this experiment the same subjects under different treatments were tested 
repeatedly on the non-word test, the short-term and long-term recall tests. Therefore, a 
repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 3 repeated measures across time 
and 1 between-subjects factor (different treatment) is used to compare the results. In 
essence, the method employed in the analysis of variance is to compute the variances of 
the separate groups being tested for mean differences. The scores of all subjects in the 
subgroups are then artificially combined into one pooled group. If the variance of the 
combined group is approximately the same as the average variance of the separate 
subgroups, then there exists no significant difference between the means of the separate 
groups. If, on the other hand, the variance of the combined total group is considerably 
larger than the average variance of the separate subgroups, then a significant mean 
difference exists between subgroups. 
In this statistical technique, some statisticians refer to the between-groups variance 
as reflecting "systematic variability", whereas the within-groups variance reflects "error 
variability". The term "error" relates to the fact that the researcher has made no attempt 
to control for individual differences (variance) within each group, such as by adding other 
independent variables to the design. Because these extraneous (but not necessarily 
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irrelevant) sources of variance are not controlled, they are labeled as the within-groups 
error variance, or unsystematic variance. 
Thus the between-groups or systematic variance reflects the variability due to the 
independent variable-in this experiment, the differences among the two different methods 
of instruction. The unsystematic, within-groups, or error variance reflects the variability 
due to all the remaining uncontrolled factors. To the extent that the systematic variance is 
less than or equal to the unsystematic or error variance, the researcher would be hard put 
to claim any real differences due to treatment conditions. The ratio of the between-groups 
mean square to the within-groups mean square is exactly a reflection of this comparison. 
Average Scores 
The previous analysis showed no statistically significant difference between the 
average scores of the two groups on the non-word test. This would indicate that both 
groups had a similar amount of prior knowledge before treatment. On the other hand, 
there was a statistically significant difference between average scores of the two groups on 
the short-term vocabulary recall test after the treatment. The experimental group 
performed better than the control group at a significant level (mean difference = I. 7126, 
p < .05). After receiving different methods of instruction, students in the experimental 
group seemed to recall more words than students in the control group. Table Ill presents 






t-test for the Short-Term Vocabula!l:_ Recall Test 









Mean Difference= -1.7126 (p < .05) 
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Two weeks later, on the long-term recall test, there was also a statistically 
significant difference between average scores of the two groups (p < .05). Moreover, the 
experimental group's vocabulary recall was much better than the control group (mean 
difference= 3.2476). Table IV presents the analysis of the long-term vocabulary recall 
test. 
TABLE IV 








Mean Difference= -3.2476 {p < .05) 
Interaction 







The mean difference between the two groups on the long-term test is bigger than 
on the short-term test. This may indicate that the different methods of instruction 
continued to affect the student's performance even two weeks after the treatment. To 
better illustrate the interaction between the two groups, the tendency of the average scores 
of the two groups will be discussed. The difference between the tests across time is 
analyzed by the ANOV A. 
First, it is noticed that the average scores of both groups went up from the non-
word test to the short-term test: The control group progressed 3. 0789 on average, and the 
experimental group progressed 4.4872 on average. Table V summarizes the mean 
difference of average scores between the non-word test and the short-term test. 
Variable 




Summaries of the Difference between 














According to the ANOV A analysis, the mean difference of average scores between the 
non-word test and the short term test was statistically significant between the two groups 
(Fl, 75 = 8.0297, .0059). It is shown that the experimental group progressed more than 
the control group at a significant level. Table VI illustrates the analysis of mean difference 
of average scores across time between the non-word test and the short-term test. 





Analysis of Variance of the Difference across Time 
between the Non-word Test and the Short-Term Test 
D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio 








Second, from the short-term test to the long-term test, it is shown that the 
experimental group's average score progressed .6667 on average, while the control 
group's average score regressed . 8684 on average. In other words, the average scores of 
the control group went up from the non-word test to the short-term test, but went down 
from the short-term test to the long-term test. By contrast, the average scores of the 
experimental group went up from the non-word test to the short-term test, and again 
slightly up from the short-term test to the long-term test. It is indicated that the effect of 
the instruction in graphophonic correspondences seemed constant, while the effect of the 
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instruction in pronunciation was not stable. Table VII summarizes the mean difference of 
average scores between the short-term test and the long-term test. 
Variable 




Summaries of the Difference between 













From the previous discussion, obviously, the mean difference of average scores between 
the short-term test and the long-term test were statistically significant between the two 
groups (Fl, 75 = 16.2750, .0001). Table VIII shows the analysis of mean difference of 
average scores across time between the short-term test and the long-term test. 





Analysis of Variance of the Difference across Time 
between the Short-Term Test and the Long-Term Test 










Figure 2 on page 3 8 shows the average scores of the control and experimental 
groups on the non-word test, and the short-term and long-term vocabulary recall tests. 
Figure 3 on page 3 9 presents the Group x Time interaction between the two groups, 
which were tested at different times. 
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As well as testing those two hypotheses, I was also interested in whether or not the 
instruction would affect students' performance in pronunciation, especially because of the 
difference of the time in pronunciation practice (see page 26). After the short-term 
vocabulary recall test, 15 students from each class were asked to pronounce the ten words 
which had been the correct answers to the short-term vocabulary recall test. These ten 
words are shown in Appendix F. Of those 3 0 students, 9 had not been part of this 
correlation analysis because they had pronounced more than 7 words correctly on the non-
word test. Therefore, only 21 students' scores were counted-I 0 students in the control 
group and 11 students in the experimental group. I wanted to know ifthere was a 
correlation between these two variables-students' performance in pronunciation and their 
achievement of vocabulary recall. The most widely used measure of correlation, the 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, is used in this analysis. 
Statistical Method 
The product-moment correlation coefficient is a statistic descriptive of the 
magnitude of the relation between two variables. Correlation coefficients are traditionally 
defined in such a way as to take values extending from -1 to + 1. A negative value 
indicates a negative relation: that is, X decreases as Y increases. A positive value indicates 
a positive relation where X increases as Y increases. The symbol r is in common practice 
used to denote the sample value of the correlation coefficient. In general in interpreting the 
magnitude of the relation between two variables, r2 is the coefficient of determination, 
regardless of directionality. The values of r 2 x 100 for values of r from .10 to 1. 00 is as 
follows: 
r r2 x 100 r r2 x 100 ................................................................................................ 
. 10 1 .60 36 
.20 4 .70 49 
.30 9 .80 64 
.40 16 .90 81 
.50 25 1.00 100 
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According to analysis of the 21 students, there was a correlation coefficient 
between the students' performances on the pronunciation and vocabulary recall tests 
(r = .674, p = .001). Therefore, almost 50 percent of the variance of one variable is 
predictable from the variance of the other. It is indicated that half of the scores of 21 
students were correlated on the vocabulary recall test and the pronunciation test. Table IX 
presents the correlation coefficient between both tests that all 21 students took in the 
experiment. 
TABLE IX 
Variable No of Pairs Corr 2-tail Sig Mean SD SE of Mean 
Oral Test 5.5238 2.040 .445 
21 .674 .001* 
Short-Term Test 7.5714 2.135 .466 
The relationship between the control and experimental groups became even clearer 
when each group was analyzed individually. There was a much higher correlation 
coefficient in the experimental group than in the control group (r = .909, p = .000). With a 
correlation coefficient as high as .909, the unexplained variance is very low. It appeared 
that almost every student who scored higher on the vocabulary recall test also performed 
better on the pronunciation test, even though they had less pronunciation practice than the 
control group (see page 26). Table X presents the relationship between the vocabulary 
recall and pronunciation tests that were taken by 11 students in the experimental group. 
TABLEX 
Variable No of Pairs Corr 2-tail Sig Mean SD SEofMean 
Oral Test 5.9091 2.343 .707 
11 .909 .000* 
Short-Term Test 8.7273 1.489 .449 
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On the other hand, in the control group, there was no strong correlation between 
the vocabulary recall and oral tests, at least not at a statistically significant level (r = .542, 
p = .105). The correlation of .542 means that there was nearly 75 percent unexplained 
variance. Table XI presents the relationship between the vocabulary recall and 
pronunciation tests that were taken by I 0 students in the control group. 
TABLE XI 
Variable No of Pairs Corr 2-tail Sig Mean SD SEofMean 
Oral Test 5.1000 1.663 .526 
10 .542 .105 
Short-Term Test 6.3000 2.058 .651 
In this experiment, a high correlation coefficient existed in the experimental group, 
while a low correlation coefficient existed in the control group. In psychology and 
education the presence of a correlation between two variables can rarely be interpreted as 
implying a direct causal relation. In many situations two variables are correlated, because 
both are correlated with an underlying variable or set of variables. Very simply X and Y 
may be correlated because both bear a direct causal relation to an underlying variable Z. 
Therefore, it is assumed that the performance on the vocabulary recall and pronunciation 
tests may be correlated strongly or weakly probably because of the effect of the different 
treatments. 
SUMMARY 
In general, the students under different treatments performed differently at a 
statistically significant level. The experimental group recalled more words on both short-
term and long-term tests. Moreover, they behaved differently across time depending on 
which group they were in: The experimental group's performance continued to progress 
over time while the control group's performance fluctuated across time. There was also a 
correlation coefficient between the performance on the pronunciation and vocabulary 
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recall tests for all 21 students; furthermore, this correlation coefficient was much higher in 
the experimental group than in the control group. Therefore, it seems reasonable to 
suspect that the performance on both tests was strongly correlated in the experimental 
group because of the instruction they had received in grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences. The data collected during the experiment support both hypotheses: 
1. Chinese students who had been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences performed better on the short-term 
vocabulary recall test immediately after the vocabulary learning session than did 
the students who had been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
2. Chinese students who had been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences also performed better on the long-term 
vocabulary recall test two weeks after the vocabulary learning session than did 
the students who had been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
This chapter discusses the results of the study. General conclusions made from the 
findings are presented and their implications for teaching English as a second/foreign 
language to Chinese students are revealed. The limitations and methodological problems 
are also considered. 
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 
Graphophonic Correspondences 
In learning English, the lack of knowledge of graphophonic correspondences is 
especially a problem for Chinese students, who are not familiar with alphabetic systems. 
The Chinese writing system is composed of characters. The sound (phoneme) corresponds 
to the whole word-form, i.e. the character, rather than to segments (strokes). The 
composition of strokes provide little or no hint about the pronunciation of the character. 
Thus for Chinese students, character learning means copying down each character stroke 
by stroke and identifying it by hints based on its shape. In contrast to alphabetic languages, 
pronouncing a Chinese character analytically through its component units (strokes) is 
impossible. Therefore, Chinese students generally do not analyze printed words 
phonetically when they begin to learn English. Instead, they tend to transfer their 
character-learning (logographic) strategy and learn English words through rote 
memorizing and visual identification. While this may be a good way to learn characters, it 
may not be the more efficient method for learning English words. Moreover, as the 
vocabulary grows and the number of visually similar words increases, the memory burden 
becomes severe and the logographic strategy becomes progressively more inaccurate in 
processing an alphabetic system, such as the English writing system. 
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In addition, a very curious phenomenon can be observed. That is, even after four 
or five years learning English, many Chinese students still cannot pronounce a new English 
word without the teacher first reading the word to them. Chinese students are very 
familiar with learning characters by rote, associating the visual shape of a word with its 
meaning. Thus even when they can get the IP A (International Phonetic Alphabet) form of 
an English word, many of them will associate the shape of the word with its IP A version 
without knowing the relationship between the letters and sounds. The students who do not 
know graphophonic correspondences must use other non-graphophonic strategies in 
learning English words. The questions then arise whether knowledge of graphophonic 
correspondences will help Chinese students learn English vocabulary more efficiently, or 
whether pronunciation practice is enough to facilitate Chinese students in learning English 
vocabulary. 
Hypotheses 
This study was done to investigate the relative effectiveness of experimental 
instruction of Chinese students. The research was designed to compare two groups under 
different treatments-instruction in pronunciation only versus instruction in pronunciation 
and grapheme-phoneme correspondences. The hypotheses were made as follows: 
1. Chinese students who have been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will recall more English words on a 
short-term vocabulary test immediately after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
2. Chinese students who have been given lessons in both pronunciation and 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences will also recall more English words on a 
long-term vocabulary test two weeks after a vocabulary learning session than 
will the students who have been given only the lessons in pronunciation. 
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In general, the students under different treatments performed differently at a statistically 
significant level. The experimental group did recall more vocabulary words on both short-
term and long-term tests. Furthermore, they behaved differently across time depending on 
which group they were in: The experimental group's performance continued to progress 
over time while the control group's performance fluctuated across time. 
Correlation 
The measures used to test the two hypotheses were written tests. Moreover, I was 
also interested in whether or not the instruction would affect students' performance on 
pronunciation. I wanted to know if there was a correlation between two variables-
students' performance in pronunciation and their achievement of vocabulary recall. After 
the analysis of 21 students randomly selected from two groups, there existed a correlation 
coefficient between performance on the pronunciation test and the vocabulary recall test; 
furthermore, the correlation coefficient was much higher in the experimental group than 
the control group. 
Findings 
It appears that pronunciation instruction did not give Chinese students a significant 
advantage in recalling the words in written form. Making connections between graphemes 
(letters) and phonemes (sounds) seems to be more efficient in teaching written word 
recall. The better performance of the experimental group supports the hypotheses which 
were made. The control group's performance was not stable probably because there was 
no connection made between the words and pronunciation in the previous training and in 
this treatment. 
The results do not really appear to support Channell's (1988) speculation that 
associations which are both semantic and phonological would be the most helpful in aiding 
the future recall of new vocabulary (see page 26 and 41). More pronunciation practice did 
not seem to give the control group an advantage. For Chinese students, perhaps 
knowledge of English grapheme-phoneme correspondences is more crucial. The 
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knowledge is helpful probably because it is a supplement to their previous way of learning 
English vocabulary. 
CONCLUSION 
Although it is not known if the subjects who knew graphophonic correspondences 
were also superior in overall vocabulary skills and used every possible strategy in learning 
English words, it is certain that subjects who had not been taught graphophonic 
correspondences were more likely to learn less and recall less. The results at least suggest 
that the subjects who had graphophonic skills available were better learners than people 
who did not. 
With the evidence from this study, it seems justified to assume that one learns new 
words better if he or she is aware of the correspondences between letters (graphemes) and 
sounds (phonemes). An explanation this study suggested is that the knowledge of 
graphophonic correspondences may tighten the association between graphemes and 
phonemes in the lexicon. A close association in the lexicon may facilitate both visual and 
phonological accesses to the presentations. Generally speaking, two accesses to a word in 
memory are superior to one. Instruction of grapheme-phoneme correspondences should be 
taught explicitly to Chinese students who seem to mainly depend on visual accesses to 
lexicon. A conscious and subconscious knowledge of these correspondences may help the 
students develop a strong sensitivity to such correspondences in both visual and 
phonological approaches to learning English words. 
Another explanation suggested by these findings is that pronunciation instruction 
has limitations: Students have to follow the instructor whose accent might be American, 
British, or Australian. Students may be able to imitate their instructor's pronunciation in 
the class, but cannot be independent learners outside the class. Moreover, instruction in 
pronunciation only will not help students understand the spelling principle since the 
English orthography seems so highly irregular and inconsistent at the surface level. 
Instead, by developing graphophonic strategies, students can be trained to become more 
independent learners. They may speak English with their accent, but they have more 
control in learning an English word, knowing how graphemes match phonemes in that 
word. It may well be that independent learners are better learners. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING ENGLISH TO CHINESE STUDENTS 
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Currently, most vocabulary teaching in EFL courses in Taiwan is part of an 
intensive reading program, where the vocabulary is introduced in the context of classroom 
material. Many English teachers in Taiwan assume that by providing a definition in 
Chinese, examples, along with the pronunciation of a word to students ( giving the IP A 
version), students can learn that word easily by themselves in the reading context. This 
fails to provide students with a method to learn and remember words. This contextual 
method does not, for example, teach students whether they should learn a word by the 
shape or by its sound; nor does it tell students how to memorize a word they have just 
learned. Because many Chinese students encounter a situation of learning through reading, 
they may eventually learn many words only in the written form; and the pronunciation of 
these words may never be memorized by some of the students. Since one of the most 
important learning strategies, the graphophonic one, is not available, Chinese students may 
have difficulty learning and remembering English vocabulary items very efficiently. 
It seems reasonable to suggest that intensive reading is not the best way to 
introduce new vocabulary words to Chinese students because it is a poor guide to 
important phonological properties of words, such as graphophonic correspondences, the 
number of syllables, stress, and pronunciation. Furthermore, reading with all attention 
focused on meaning and no attention given to a word's form would not seem to be 
effective in aiding recall of words for productive use. This is proved by the common 
phenomenon that Chinese cannot carry on an English conversation after learning the 
language for more than six years. What is more, silent reading will definitively not help 
those second language learners who have difficulty understanding spoken English because 
they do not yet understand grapheme-phoneme connections. Nor will it help those learners 
who cannot be understood, not because they do not know the words, but because they 
cannot pronounce them correctly. 
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The fact that some students in this study knew graphophonic correspondences 
indicated that developing graphophonic awareness is possible for Chinese students even 
though their first language does not require that skill. Because most English teachers in 
Taiwan do not pay attention to students' development of graphophonic awareness, 
students are left to acquire this knowledge by themselves. Those who cling to the 
traditional Chinese method of rote learning without acquiring the knowledge of 
graphophonic correspondences in English may waste time and energy in learning English 
words. Accordingly, the knowledge of English grapheme-phoneme correspondences needs 
to be taught to EFL/ESL students, especially those whose first language is logographic 
such as Chinese. 
LIMITATIONS AND l\1ETHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 
The results probably only suggest that instruction of grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences may be helpful recalling and identifying a written word's meaning. 
Instruction in pronunciation appears less helpful for recalling written words recently 
learned. Perhaps pronunciation instruction only facilitates students in remembering and 
recognizing spoken words. The reason I chose written tests to measure students' 
vocabulary recall achievement is that pronunciation tests are not familiar to students in 
Taiwan. Moreover, a pronunciation test might not be a good way to measure Chinese 
students' performance in recalling vocabulary. Because they are not familiar with a 
pronunciation test, students may not pronounce an English word correctly while they do 
recall the word. Further research should be done to investigate how pronunciation 
instruction affects students' performance on speaking and listening to English words. 
In addition, due to the time limitation, each test had only ten items. There was a 
possibility that students' performance was not measured appropriately because the number 
of questions was small. The better performance of the experimental group might result 
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from guessing, since there were only 10 items, which were in a multiple-choice format. If 
it had been possible, this research would have done with more items to test students. 
Furthermore, the curricula used to teach graphophonic correspondences were new 
and interesting to the students, and so the experimental group seemed to pay more 
attention in the class than the control group. Instruction in pronunciation did not 
particularly appeal to the students since it was not very different from the lessons they had 
previously had. Maybe this could be a variable which was not controlled in this study. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
There are several questions that could be studied further. What kind of effect will 
the ability to pronounce sounds in English have on how well students apply the 
graphophonic strategy? Since the graphophonic strategy involves pronunciation to some 
extent, will the instruction of graphophonic correspondences cause anxiety if students 
have problems in pronouncing some English sounds? To figure out how many variables 
will affect Chinese students' vocabulary learning, further research could be done on the 
effectiveness of visual, rote-learning or extensive and intensive reading, either alone or 
compared with the graphophonic strategy by itself. 
Since more pronunciation practice did not seem to help the control group perform 
better in this study, the results do not confirm Channell's claim that for second language 
learners semantic and phonological links would be the most helpful in facilitating the 
future recall of new vocabulary. Further research should be done on comparison among 
ESL/EFL learners, especially between Chinese, and those whose first language is not a 
logographic system. Could it be that the conclusions form this study can only be applied to 
those students whose first language is a logographic one? 
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Time Line for the Control Group 
1. The first class (two hours): the 15 English vowels (based on Improving Spoken 
Englishl) 
2. The second class (two hours): more about the 15 English vowels (also based on 
Improving Spoken English) 
3. The third class (three hours): the English consonant system (also based on Improving 
Spoken English) 
4. The fourth class (two hours): consonant contrast (also based on Improving Spoken 
English) 
5. The fifth class (three hours): the word stress rules (based on Teaching English 
Pronunciation2 ) and the syllable structure (based on Improving Spoken English) 
1 Morley, J. (1992). Rapid review of vowel and prosodic contexts: Improving spoken English. 
Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan Press. 
2 Kenworthy, J. (1992). Teaching English pronunciation. (7th ed.) 
London and New York: Longman 
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LESSON PLAN C-1 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice. This class is the 
control group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students 15 English vowels. 
Materials: Handouts of facial diagram and vowel chart. 
Skills: Pronunciation. 
Time: 2 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
a. Show students the facial diagram and discuss the different parts of the drawing 
with students. 
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b. Show students the vowel chart and explain the positions of the fifteen vowels: e.g. 
high front vowels, high back vowels, etc. 
c. Compare vowel pairs: two high front vowels, Iii lrl, two mid front vowels lel I £1, 
and two high back vowels, lul lu/. 
d. Present the front vowels: two high front vowels Iii & III, two mid front vowels lel 
& 1£1, and one low front vowel lw. 
e. Present the central vowels: one high central vowel I fl, one mid central vowel I Al, 
and one low central vowel I~ I. 
f. Present the back vowels: two high back vowels lu/ & /u/, one mid back vowel /o/, 
and one low back vowel I :J/. 
g. Present diphthongs: /arl, /au/, and I.Jr/. 
Teacher may give many examples of each vowel. 
2. Focused Practice 
a. Listening and Feeling the Movements of Each Vowel 
Have students practice the vowels and concentrate on listening carefully, watching the 
teacher, and feeling the movements for each sound. Some of the pronunciation movements 
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may seem strange since the English sounds are different from those in their first language. 
Teacher may remind them of the phonemes of their own language, but also points out 
differences between similar phonemes in the two languages. 
b. Practicing Words for Each Vowel 
Vowel 1: /i/ see me read seem easy 
Vowel 2: Ir/ it wm did him nver 
Vowel 3: /e/ say day may rain able 
Vowel 4: /e/ yes red head ten ready 
Vowel 5: /w fat add bad man answer 
Vowel 12: If! bird her word tum servtce 
Vowel 6: /;J bus fun run sun study 
Vowel 7: I et.I stop job Mom John college 
Vowel 8: /u/ two room June ruler too 
Vowel 9: /u/ books good wood stood cookie 
Vowel 10: lo/ no go show drove open 
Vowel 11: I -:J/ law saw song dog August 
Vowel 13:/ar/ my tie wide rune decide 
Vowel 14:/au/ cow now how down around 
Vowel 15:/'Jr/ boy toy n01se join enjoy 
3. Follow Up 
Teacher may give students a great deal of practice in some sounds which they have 
problems pronouncing correctly. 
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Lesson Plan C-2 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, 
and are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice. This class is 
the control group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students more about 15 English vowels. 
Materials: Handouts of facial diagram and vowel chart. 
Skills: Pronunciation. 
Time: 2 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
a. The Front Vowels 
Let students practice two high front vowels: Iii as in see, /r/ as in it. Let them repeat 
in the following way: see it and see it. Two mid front vowels: /e/ as in say, I f..I as in 
yes. Repeat: say yes and say yes.One low front vowel: Ice/ as in fat. Repeat:fat fat. 
Repeat all the front vowels: I ii I rl I el I£ I I eel see it say yes fat. 
b. The Central Vowels 
Let students practice one high central vowel: I~ as in bird. Repeat: bird bird. 
One mid central vowel: /Al as in bus. Repeat:bus bus. One low central vowel:/ t</ as in 
stop. Repeat: stop stop. Repeat all the central vowels:/~/ /Al I~/ bird bus stop. 
c. The Back Vowels 
Let students practice two high back vowels: /u/ as in two and /u/ as in books. Repeat: 
two books two books. One mid back vowel: IOI as in no. Repeat: no no. One low 
back vowel: I::>/ as in law. Repeat: law law. Repeat all the back vowels: /u/ /u/ IOI 
I~ I two books no law. 
d. The Diphthongs 
Let students practice the three diphthongs: /ar/ as in my, /au/ as in cow, /:n/ as in 
boy. Repeat: my cowboy my cowboy. Repeat: /ar/ /au/ /.)I/ my cowboy. 
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2. Focused Practice 
a. Listening and Feeling the Movements of Each Vowel 
Have students practice the vowels and concentrate on listening carefully, watching the 
teacher, and feeling the movements for each sound. Let students practice the front, 
central and back vowels, and diphthongs, and feel the differences among them. 































I want a green tree. 
I lost three keys. 
Read each book. 
This isn't his. 
Which window? 
Take it away. 
Today is the eighth of May. 
It's the best restaurant in town. 
I'll be ready at ten-twenty. 
They're a happy family. 
He's a handsome man. 
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danced They danced and sang. 
sang 
Vowel If/ 
learn Learn ten new words. 
words 
her Her skirt was purple. 
skirt 
purple 
work I can work on Thursday. 
Thursday 
Vowel /A/ 
study I'll study on Monday. 
Monday 
cousm My cousin is coming to lunch. 
commg 
lunch 
runrung He's running to catch the bus. 
bus 
Vowel /tt/ 
father My father forgot. 
forgot 
college College opens in October. 
October 




new She wants some new blue shoes. 
blue 
shoes 
new We have a new group of students. 
group 
students 
two I want two bags of fruit. 
fruit 
Vowel /u/ 
took Someone took my book. 
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book 
stood He stood on one foot. 
foot 
good She's a good cook. 
cook 
Vowel lo/ 
won't I won't go. 
go 
sold We sold the old stove. 
old 
stove 
close Please close the window. 
window 
Vowel I :JI 
lost I lost my ball. 
ball 
across It's across the hall. 
hall 
taught He taught us a song. 
song 
long How long was he gone? 
gone 
Vowel /ar/ 
mce It's a nice night. 
night 
bright There's a bright light in the sky. 
light 
sky 




down Meet me down town in an hour. 
town 
hour 
mouse The mouse ran around the house. 
around 
house 
crowd The crowd was loud. 
loud 
Vowel /:>I/ 
noisy What a noisy toy. 
toy 





3. Follow Up 
What a joyous voice. 
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Teacher may give students a great deal of practice in some sounds which they have 
problems pronouncing correctly. 
Lesson Plan C-3 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice. This class is the 
control group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students 24 English consonants. 
Materials: Handouts of facial diagram and consonant chart. 
Skills: Pronunciation. 
Time: 3 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
a. Show students the facial diagram and discuss the different parts of the drawing with 
students. 
b. Show students place of articulation. The 24 consonant sounds of English can be 
divided into eight categories based on their place of pronunciation. 
c. Show students the difference between voiced consonants and voiceless consonants. 
2. Focused Practice 
a. Listening and Feeling the Movements of Each Consonant 
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Have students practice the consonants and concentrate on listening carefully, 
watching the teacher, and feeling the movements for each sound. Some of the 
pronunciation movements may seem strange since the English sounds are different 
from those in their first language. The teacher may remind them of the phonemes of 
their own language, but also points out differences between similar phonemes in 
the two languages. 
b. Practicing Words for Each Consonant 
Notice that the sounds in the first three of these categories are formed in the front 
part of the mouth. 





Lower Lip to Upper Teeth (Labio-dental Sounds) 
If/ fifty 
Iv/ yote 
/8/ thank (voiceless th) 
I ~I father (voiced th) 
The place of articulation for the sounds in the next three consonant categories is a little 
farther back in the mouth. 







Tongue to Front of Hard Palate (Alveo-palatal Sounds) 
/j/ yellow 
If/ ship 
I JI trea~ure 
It I cheap 
/dj I jet 




The place of articulation for the sounds in the last two consonant categories is in the back 
of the mouth or in the throat. 




Larynx ("Voice Box") in the Throat 
/hi home 
Voicing 
Voiced consonant sounds have vibration at the voice box. Voiceless sounds lack this 
vibration and are therefore sometimes called whisper sounds. As shown below, English 
has eight pairs of voiced/voiceless sounds, one unpaired voiceless sound, and seven 












I ~I /zJ 
If I I'// /p/ 
131 1~y lb/ 






Lesson Plan C-4 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, 
and are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice. This class 
is the control group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: Consonant contrast. 
Materials: Handouts of consonant contrast. 
Skills: Pronunciation. 
Time: 2 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
Show students the facial diagram and discuss the difference between each consonant 
contrast. 
2. Focused Practice 
a. Listening and Feeling the Movements of Each Consonant Contrast 
Have students practice the consonant contrast and concentrate on listening carefully, 
watching the teacher, and feeling the movements for each sound and noticing the 
difference between each consonant contrast. 
b. Practicing Consonant Contrast 
Contrast 1 
















city /s/ and thank I{} I 








dollar /d/ and father I~ I 








like Ill and ring /r/ 









jet ld_J I and your /j/ 









ball lb/ and vote /v/ 








vote /v/ and we /w/ 








cheap ltf I and shiny IJ I 









city /s/ and shiny If I 







cheap ltf I and jet ld_jl 








zoo /z/ and father I a I 









like Ill and ring /r/ (in initial consonant clusters) 








new /n/ and song 15 I 







paper /p/ and ball /b/ 








new /n/ and like /II 








fifty /f/ and paper /p/ 








my /m/ and new /n/ 








fifty /f/ and thank /0/ 









zoo /z/ and jet/~/ 







Lesson Plan C-5 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice. This class is the 
control group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students English word stress and syllable structure. 
Materials: Handouts of generalizations relating to syllabication and stress. 
Skills: Syllablizing English words and predicting the stress of English words. 
Time: 3 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presenting Generalizations Relating to Syllabication 
Note: The syllable breaks for writing may not match the syllable breaks for 
pronunciation. 
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a. Every vowel sound in a word creates a syllable. So there are as many syllables as there 
are vowel sounds. Syllables are determined by the vowel sounds heard - not by 
the number of vowels seen. 
Vowels seen Vowels heard 
measure (4) (2) 
moment (2) (2) 
research (3) (2) 
write (2) (1) 
native (3) (2) 
receive (4) (2) 
b. Syllables divide between two consonants. 
tar get harbor pie rue gar den 































f. Usually, prefixes and a number of suffixes form separate syllables. 
re write un fair dis (a gree) ment pre heat 
hope less unlikely equipment 
2. Using Parts of Speech to Predict Stress 
Many words in English have no systematic rules for stressed and unstressed 
syllables. Others have rules that are too complicated to be useful. 
However, you can sometimes determine where stress falls in a word based on its 
part of speech. In other words, recognizing that a word is a noun, verb, adverb, or 
pronoun can sometimes help you know which syllable to stress. 
Rule 1-1 
There seems to be a very strong tendency in English for words described as core 
vocabulary to have stress on the first syllable. 
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Front weight in nouns and adjectives 
water people table 
... 
butter brother father 
apple ' 
... 
ugly ' sister ' pretty finger woman 
Stress the first part of the compound noun 
... 
deadline classroom software landlord , I I I 
Rule 1-2 
For noun + noun combinations, the stress often falls on the first noun or the stressed 
syllable of the first noun. 
' ' air conditioner shoe store convention center 
I 
Rule 1-3 
For reflexive pronouns, stress the -self or -selves syllable. 
myself himself themselves 
Rule 1-4 
For numbers such as fourteen and forty, stress the -teen syllable. 
thirteen years old/thirty years old 
' .... 
sixteen dollars/sixty dollars 
Rule 1-5 
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For verbs with a prefix as the first syllable, stress the second syllable, i.e. prefixes are not 




' ' .... overlook mcrease because 
... - ..... 
withdraw distrust exhaust 




' ' -conclude invite endanger 
Rule 1-6 
For two-word verbs, stress the last or prepositional component. 
' ' print out shut down put off 
Rule 1-7 
For compound adverbs indicating location or direction, stress the second part of the 
compound in adverbs. 
.... .... 
' overseas downtown northwest 
Rule 1-8 
For words which can be used as both nouns and verbs, stress the first syllable in nouns 
(IN suit) and the second syllable in verbs (inSUL T). 




record upset upset 
' present recall recall present 
.... ... .... 
check out project project checkout 
..... ..._ ... ... 
object object turnover turn over 
... 
' .... hand out survey survey handout 
... 
follow ~p suspect suspect followup 
' make up progress progress makeup 
3. Using Suffixes to Predict Stress 
Like prefixes, suffixes are never stressed. But suffixes can be used to predict stress. 
Rule 2-1 
Stress the syllable before each of the following suffixes. 
-ic -ical -ity 
' ' scientific economical publicity 
... ..... 
' electric technological electricity 
' 
.... 
' specific neurological humanity 
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-ify -ogy -ion 
.. 
personify biology location 
.... ... 








... " parameter biography 
There are other suffixes which have the same pattern: 
-ive (impressive), -ian (median), -ious (delicious), -ish (ditcinish) 
-ior (superior), -ible (impossible), -iar (fa~liar). 
Rule 2-2 
Stress the syllable with each of the following suffixes, such as -ee, -eer, -ese, -esce, -esque 
and -ette. 
' ' ..,. ' ' ...... 
refugee, volunteer, Japanese, Chinese, engineer, brunette 
Rule 2-3 
Approximately 1, 000 English verbs end in -ate. The third syllable from the end 
should be stressed (Estimate). (The only time the stress shifts to another syllable is if -ion 












... ' differentiate indicate 
All the verbs ending in -ate have the main stress on the third syllable from the end, and 
also have a middle stress on the last syllable -ate. So -ate has the sound let/, rather than 
/rt/ or /~ti. 
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Rule 3-2 
A compound word has two independent parts. A compound word usually has main stress 
on the first part and middle stress on the second part. Dragnet is pronounced as /drCEgn£ ti 
while magnet is a simple word with main stress on the first syllable and an unstressed 
second syllable: /mCEgndt/. Vowels on the syllable with middle stress are not reduced to be 
a schwa /di. 
dfl01ID '1V .LN3}\ffil3dX3 3H.L 11od vm:1rmmJ 
J XICIN3ddV 
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Time Line for the Experimental Group 
1. The first class (two hours): consonant pronunciation (based on Improving Spoken 
Englishl )and graphophonic correspondences (based on Phonics in Proper Perspective2 
and American English Spelling3 ) 
2. The second class (two hours): long vowels and short vowels in English orthography 
(based on Manual of American English Pronunciation4, American English Spelling and 
Teaching Word Attack Skills5) 
3. The third class (two hours): final unpronounced letter e, vowel digraphs and 
diphthongs, the letter y, and r-conditioned vowels (based on American English Spelling 
and Teaching Word Attack Skills) 
4. The fourth class (two hours): the word stress rules (based on Teaching English 
Pronunciation6) and the syllable structure (based on Improving Spoken English) 
5. The fifth class (two hours): the connections between spelling, meaning and sound 
(based on "Using the spelling/meaning connection to develop word knowledge in older 
students 7 ") and the relationships between spelling, meaning and sound on a 
morphophonemic level. 
1 Morley, J. (1992). Intensive consonant pronunciation practice: Improving spoken English. 
Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan Press 
2 Heilman, A. W. (1993). Phonics in proper perspective. (7th ed.) 
New York: Macmillan Publishing Company. 
3 Cummings, D. W. (1988). American English spelling. 
Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press 
4 Prator, C.H., & Robinett, B. W. (1985). Manual of American English pronunciation. 
(4th ed.) New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 
5 Rinsky, L. A., & Griffith, B. (1978). Teaching word attack skills. 
Dubuque, Iowa: Gorsuch Scarisbrick, Publishers. 
6 Kenworthy, J. (1992). Teaching English pronunciation. (7th ed.) 
London and New York: Longman. 
7 Templeton, S. (1983). Using the spelling/meaning connection to develop 
word knowledge in older students. Journal of Reading, 27, 8-14. 
Lesson Plan E-1 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice and English 
graphophonic correspondences. This class is the experimental group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students all the consonants in English orthography. 
Materials: Handouts of facial diagram, consonant chart and spelling 
patterns of 24 consonants. 
Skills: Pronouncing and associating graphemes with phonemes of 
all consonants. 
Time: 2 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
a. Show students the facial diagram and discuss the different parts of the drawing with 
students. 
b. Present the handout of the spelling patterns of all English consonants. 
2. Focused Practicea. Listening and Feeling the Movements of Each Consonant 
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a. Have students practice the consonants and concentrate on listening carefully, watching 
the teacher, and feeling the movements for each sound. Some of the pronunciation 
movements may seem strange since the English sounds are different from those in their 
first language. The teacher may remind them of the phonemes of their own language, but 
also point out differences between similar phonemes in the two languages. 
b. Have students associate the consonant letters with the sounds. 
3. Spelling Generalizations about Consonants 
Single Consonant Letters 
The single consonant letters b, d, f, h, j, k, I, m, p, r, t, v, w, y, and z are generally decoded 
as the following sounds: 
b lb/ boycott 1 /1/ limit t /ti tenant 
d I di .decorate m Im/ mail v /v/ yery 
f /fl furnished n In/ native w /w/ well 
h /hi huge p /p/ 12rice y /j/ yellow 
j /d JI journal r Ir/ rent z /zl zoo 
Note that the letters w and y function as consonants only when they appear as the initial 
letter in a syllable: 
y as /j/ in yard, canyon, yawn, you, young, yellow 
was /w/ in walnut, went, war, wallow 
Consonants with More Than One Sound 
The letter c 
c as /kl 
~at, ~ommon, ~onvenient 
~ame, ~old, ~ompete 
~olony, ~ondo, lo~ation 
c as Isl before e, i, y 
~ity, ~ycle, spe~ify 
~ent, pea~e, Gree~e 
~entral, pri~e, ra~e 
This pattern is used to capture the regular phonological alternation 
electri~/electri~ity, plastigplasti~ity. 
The letter g 
gas /g/ 
gang, got, gum 
gas, goat, gave 
game, gold 
(give as I g/ and get as I g/ are exceptions) 
gas I ~f I before e, i, y 
Egypt, huge, gym 




s as /s/ s as /z/ s as I I 
Australia his assure 
South Africa games sugar 
university reason sure 
spelling use 
The letter q 
The consonant q always appears with the vowel u. Together they represent the 
following sounds: 
qu as the /kl sound: antiqye, uniqye 
qu as the /kw/ sound: qyarrel, .QYarter, qyeen, ,QYestion, eqyipment 
The· letter x 
The letter x, like the letters c and q, represents no sound of its own and is 
used to represent the following sounds: 
x as the /ks/ sound: fox, taxi, textbook 
x as the /gzl sound: ~ist, ~empt. 
Consonant Digraphs 
The unique h digraphs 
ch 















Digraphs with a first silent letter 





Special combinations: dge and tch 




Special combinations that decode as I/ I 
ci as Ir I 
/ 






whom, who, whole /hi 
what, why, which, when, 
when /hw/ or /w/ 
ck as /kl ng as 141 















Note that in initial position the grapheme ti precedes an unstressed vowel. Its phoneme 
here is If I. This position and this value are extremely frequent. There are thousands of 
words ending in -tion whose ti has this phoneme If/. However, if ti follows ans, the 
phoneme for the ti will be changed to l-t;'I, e.g. suggestion, question, Christian. 
2 When o follows the wh digraph, this digraph decodes as /hi. 
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4. Follow Up 
The students will have a great deal of practice in associating graphemes with 
phonemes and pronouncing sounds correctly. 
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LESSON PLAN E-2 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice and English 
graphophonic correspondences. This class is the experimental group in my study 
Teaching Objective: To teach students *long vowels and short vowels in English 
orthography and the schwa I 21 /. 
Materials: Handouts of facial diagram, vowel chart and spelling patterns of five single 
vowel letters: a, e, i, o, and u. 
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Skills: Pronouncing and associating graphemes with phonemes of long and short vowels. 
Time: 2 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
a. Show students the facial diagram and discuss the different parts of the drawing with 
students. 
b. Present the handout of the spelling patterns of "long" vowels and "short" vowels and 
unstressed vowel, the schwa I a I. 
Short Vowel Sound Long Vowel Sound 








ynit /ju/, ryde /u/ 
c. Present the spelling principles in the handout: 
Schwa Sound 
f!gain I .d/ 
tick~t I .?J/ 
pencil 1<31 
Qbey /;;;/ 
nimbys I al 
i. The letter i tends to be associated with the short sound /r/ more often than the long 
sound /ar/. 
*The classical way of explaining the spelling of English vowel sounds has involved dividing them into groups, called 
respectively the "long" vowels and the "short" vowels. 
ii. The letter e tends to be associated with the short sound I£ I more often than the long 
sound /i/. 
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iii. The letter a tends to be associated with the short sound feel and the long sound /e/ with 
almost equal frequency. 
iv. The letter o tends to be associated with the short sound/ a I and the long sound /o/ with 
almost equal frequency. 
v. The letter u tends to be associated with the short sound I Al and the long sound I j u/ or 
/u/ with almost equal frequency. 
d. Present other special single vowel sound patterns 
a as /a/ o as /u/ o as I ::>I u as /u/ 
ff!ther lQse CQffee pysh 
Cf!lm whQm clQth byllet 
Wf!d mQve SQ ft P!!t 
2. Focused Practice 
a. Listening and Feeling the Movements of Each Vowel 
Have students practice the vowels and concentrate on listening carefully, watching the 
teacher, and feeling the movements for each sound. Some of the pronunciation movements 
may seem strange since the English sounds are different from those in their first language. 
Teacher may remind them of the phonemes of their own language, but also point out 
differences between similar phonemes in the two languages. 
b. Let students practice the short sound and the long sound of the five single vowel letters 
and associate the vowel letters with the sounds. 
3. Spelling Generalizations about Single Vowels: 
a. Single vowel letters have a short and long sound. 
b. The short vowel sounds are lw in ~ct; 1£1 in ~lephant; /r/ in it; /al in Qlive; and /Al in 
!!Iltil. 
c. The long vowel sounds are the same as the names of the vowel letters, a /el, e Iii, 
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i /ar/, o fol, u /ju/. The letter u has a second additional long vowel sound of /u/ in brute. 
d. The letter a as I~ I in c~lm; o as /u/ in prQve; o as I :JI in sQft and u as /u/ in pysh have 
at least an additional sound. 
e. Unstressed syllables with a single vowel letter may have a schwa sound. The sound is 
written as I al in ~ain. 
The sound correspondences of single vowel letters are as follows: 
letter a letter e letter i 
lw as in ~ct 1£1 as in ~lephant /r/ as in it 
I el as in t~ke I ii as in ~ven I ar/ as ice 
I al as in c~lm 
letter o 
I a.I as in Qlive 
I of as in Qmen 
/u/ as in dQ 
I JI as in Qrange 
I Al as in sQme 
4. Follow Up 
letter u 
/Al as in yp 
I j u/ as in ynit 
/u/ as in ryde 
/u/ as in pysh 
the schwa 
I a/ as in ~ain 
I al as in fu~l 
I ~/ as in pencil 
I e>/ as in secQnd 
I a/ as in nimbys 
The students will have a great deal of practice in associating graphemes with phonemes 
and pronouncing sounds correctly. 
Lesson Plan E-3 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice and English 
graphophonic correspondences. This class is the experimental group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students vowel digraphs and diphthongs, final 
unpronounced letter e, the letter y, and 
r-conditioned vowels. 
Materials: Handouts of facial diagram, vowel chart and spelling 
patterns of these vowels. 
Skills: Pronouncing and associating graphem-es with phonemes of these vowels. 




Present the spelling patterns of vowel digraphs and diphthongs, final unpronounced letter 
e, the letter y and r-conditioned vowels. 
2. Focused Practice 
Have students practice these vowel sounds and associate the spelling patterns of vowel 
digraphs and diphthongs with the sounds. 
3. Spelling Patterns for This Lesson 
Vowel Digraphs and Diphthongs 
Vowel digraphs and diphthongs that begin with a 
ai ay au 
vailable I el st~ /el auto I :>I 
aw 
saw I :J/ 
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Vowel digraphs with e 
ee ea ie ei ey 
sleep Iii lease Iii believe Iii receive Iii k~/i/ 
bread I £1 tie /ar/ vein /e/ pr~ /e/ 
break /e/ 
(breakfast I£/) 
Vowel digraph with i 
igh as /ar/ 
bri_ght, flight, ri_ght, light, hi_gh 
Vowel digraphs/diphthongs with o 
oa 00 OU ow 
coat Joi food Jul about /au/ how /au/ 
book /u/ cousin /Al own Joi 
shQYlder Joi 
group Jul 
*bought I :>I 
oi oy 
oil/ .)J./ bgyJ:>I/ 
Vowel diphthongs encoding /u/ 
ue ui ew 00 
blue Jul suit Jul blew Jul tooth Jul 
due Jul juice Jul chew /u/ shoot Jul 
true Jul juicy Jul flew Jul food Jul 
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Final Unpronounced Letter e 
1. Final e may indicate that the vowel before it is long 
m~d/w m~de le/ 
m~t 1£1 m~te /i/ 
rid Ir/ ride /ar/ 
nQt/a/ nQte lo/ 
C!,!t /A/ C!,!te /ju/ 
2. Final e may indicate that the preceding c and g have a soft sound as Isl in ife and I :SI in 
huge 
3. Final e is used after the letter v, as in have , give and love because English words do not 
end in v. (Sometimes, however, the finale after v does make the preceding vowel long in 
such words as shave and stove.) 
The Lettery 
y as a consonant at the beginning: /j I yard, yellow 
y as a vowel in the middle of words: /r/ gym 
y as a vowel at the end of words: 
y as part of the vowel digraph ay: 
y as part of the vowel digraph ey: 














purchase I fl 




car la.. r/ 
care 1£ rl 
or 
fork I ..Jr/ 
divorce I :J r I 
Note that er, ir, ur are the major spellings of If!, but when such spellings occur on the 





wear 1£ r/ 












journal I .sf 
tour /ur/ 
four /or/ 
Note that when a vowel and rare not in the same syllable, the vowel and the /r/ have to 
be pronounced separately, e.g. bacteria, serious, hero, character, familiarity, area, orient, 
memorial. 
4. Follow Up 
The students will have a great deal of practice in associating graphemes with phonemes 




Lesson Plan E-4 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice and English 
graphophonic correspondences. This class is the experimental group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students English word stress and syllable structure. 
Materials: Handouts of generalizations relating to syllabication and stress. 
Skills: Syllablizing English words and predicting the stress of English words. 
Time: 3 class periods (1 hour each). 
Procedures: 
1. Presenting Generalizations Relating to Syllabication 
Note: The syllable breaks for writing may not match the syllable breaks for 
pronunciation. 
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a. Every vowel sound in a word creates a syllable. So there are as many syllables as there 
are vowel sounds. Syllables are determined by the vowel sounds heard - not by 
the number of vowels seen. 
Vowels seen Vowels heard 
measure (4) (2) 
moment (2) (2) 
research (3) (2) 
write (2) (1) 
native (3) (2) 
receive (4) (2) 
b. Syllables divide between two consonants. 
tar get harbor pie rue gar den 
c. A single consonant between vowels usually goes with the second vowel. 
fa mous ho tel di rect ti ger 
Ii mit Eu rope u nite po lice 
lo ca tion va cant sta di um be hine 









e. The word endings -ble, -cle, -die, -gle, -kle, -pie, -tie, -zle form the final syllable 
mar ble mus cle han die sin gle 
an kle tern pie puz zle no ble 
f. Usually, prefixes and a number of suffixes form separate syllables. 
re write un fair dis (a gree) ment pre heat 
hope less un like ly e quip ment 
2. Using Parts of Speech to Predict Stress 
Many words in English have no systematic rules for stressed and unstressed 
syllables. Others have rules that are too complicated to be useful. 
However, you can sometimes determine where stress falls in a word based on its 
part of speech. In other words, recognizing that a word is a noun, verb, adverb, or 
pronoun can sometimes help you know which syllable to stress. 
Rule 1-1 
There seems to be a very strong tendency in English for words described as core 
vocabulary to have stress on the first syllable. 
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Front weight in nouns and adjectives 
' ' .... ' .... ' water people brother table father butter 
" .... ' ' .... ' finger woman sister ugly pretty apple 







I I ,. / 
Rule 1-2 
For noun + noun combinations, the stress often falls on the first noun or the stressed 
syllable of the first noun. 
air conditioner shoe store convention center 
/ 
Rule 1-3 
For reflexive pronouns, stress the -self or -selves syllable. 
my~elf himself themselves 
Rule 1-4 
For numbers such as fourteen and forty, stress the -teen syllable. 
' .... .... .... 
thirteen years old/thirty years old sixteen dollars/sixty dollars 
Rule 1-5 
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For verbs with a prefix as the first syllable, stress the second syllable, i.e. prefixes are not 
stressed in English words. 
' outrun repeat begin 
" .. 
because overlook mcrease 
... 
' .... withdraw distrust exhaust 
' 
.... ... 









For two-word verbs, stress the last or prepositional component. 
' ... 
print out shut down put off 
Rule 1-7 
For compound adverbs indicating location or direction, stress the second part of the 
compound in adverbs. 
... ..... 
overseas downtown northwest 
Rule 1-8 
For words which can be used as both nouns and verbs, stress the first syllable in nouns 
(INsult) and the second syllable in verbs (inSULT). 
Noun Verb Noun Verb 
.... -record record upset upset 
... 
~ecall recall present present 
.. .... .. 
check ~ut project project checkout 
... .. .... ' object object turnover tum over 
.... .. .. 
survey survey handout hand out 
' ' suspect suspect followup follow up 
... ' makeup make up progress progress 
3. Using Suffixes to Predict Stress 
Like prefixes, suffixes are never stressed. But suffixes can be used to predict stress. 
Rule 2-1 
Stress the syllable before each of the following suffixes. 
-ic -ical -ity 
' ' scientific economical publicity 
... 
' electric technological electricity 
' ' humanity specific neurological 
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- ... .. 










There are other suffixes which have the same pattern: 
-ive (impressive), -ian (riiedian), -ious (delicious), -ish (ditiiinish) 
-ior (superior), -ible (impossible), -iar (faffiiliar). 
Rule 2-2 
Stress the syllable with each of the following suffixes, such as -ee, -eer, -ese, -esce, -esque 
and -ette. 
refugee, volunteer, J apa~ese, Chinese, engineer, brunette 
Rule 2-3 
Approximately 1, 000 English verbs end in -ate. The third syllable from the end 
should be stressed (Estimate). (The only time the stress shifts to another syllable is if -ion 














All the verbs ending in -ate have the main stress on the third syllable from the end, and 
also have a middle stress on the last syllable -ate. So -ate has the sound /et/, rather than 
/rt/ or /;:,t/. 
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Rule 3-2 
A compound word has two independent parts. A compound word usually has main stress 
on the first part and middle stress on the second part. Dragnet is pronounced as /dra:gn£ ti 
while magnet is a simple word with main stress on the first syllable and an unstressed 
second syllable: /ma:gn.3t/. Vowels on the syllable with middle stress are not reduced to be 
a schwa I 2'/. 
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Lesson Plan E-5 
Class: Students are 18-19 years old. They are in their second year of junior college, and 
are now in a two-hour a week special class for pronunciation practice and English 
graphophonic correspondences. This class is the experimental group in my study. 
This class is the experimental group in my study. 
Teaching Objective: To teach students connections between spelling, meaning, and 
sound in English orthography. 
Materials: Handouts of prefixes, suffixes, and roots, alternation patterns in related words. 
Skills: Pronouncing and associating the words with their spelling and meaning. 
Time: 3 class periods (1 hour each) 
Procedures: 
1. Presentation 
a. Make students become aware that for purposes of spelling, sound is not the most 
important feature; rather, meaning is. Demonstrate this by showing them silent/sounded 
consonants in related words. 
b. Represent the sound level of the spelling/meaning connection by showing students 
absorbed or assimilated prefixes. 
c. Show students alternation patterns in related words. 
d. Show students roots and combining forms. 
2. Focused Practice 
Silent/Sounded Consonants in Related Words 
The following patterns are cited from Shane Templeton's research (1983, p. 9-14). The 
g in sign and the n in solemn and autumn cause confusion. Investigating the phenomenon 
of these silent consonants is an excellent way to lead students to a meaning-based 
understanding of English spelling. Sign is considered along with signal and signature; 
solemn is considered along with solemnity and solemnize. Consonants that are silent in 
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one word are often sounded in related words. The spelling/meaning connection thus helps 
dispel confusion over silent consonants by considering words in which they occur not as 




















Note that g remains silent in design, designer, and b remains silent in doubt, doubtful, 
doubtless, debt, debtor. 
Absorbed or Assimilated Prefixes 
To get a feel for what occurs in prefix assimilation, try pronouncing in+ mobile 
("inmobile") rapidly. The sound that the letter n represents becomes absorbed or 
assimilated into the sound m represents. Eventually, the spelling of the prefix came to 
represent this change in sound; the spelling n in in- changed depending on the first letter of 
the base or root word to which it was attached. 
This phenomenon of absorbed or assimilated prefixes presents a potential spelling 
problem unless meaning is used to explain the double consonant spelling. In the following 
words, double consonants occur at the point where a prefix has been assimilated, yet only 
one consonant sound is heard. For each group of words, note both the original spelling of 
the prefix and how it has changed: ad- ("to" or "toward")-account, assume, fmprove; in-
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("not")-illegal, innocent immobile, innumerable irresistible; ob- ("toward" or "against")-
occur, QQpose. 
Alternation Patterns in Related Words 
The patterns that are discussed here are grouped under a very general category 
that will be referred to as vowel alternation. This term is used because words that are 
related in meaning undergo changes in the pronunciation of their vowels. 
•Pattern I Long vowel: short vowel alternation. Sample pairs are grf!ve/grf!vity, 
Sf!ne/ Sf!nity, divine/ divinity, ser~ne/ ser~nity, cQne/ cQnic, prod:iJce/prod:iJction. 
The italicized letters in each pair highlight the part of each word in which the 
spelling remains the same but the sound of the vowel in the accented syllable has changed 
or alternated from long to short. Like the silent consonant patterns discussed earlier, this 
vowel alternation pattern emphasizes that words related in meaning are often spelled 
similarly, despite changes in pronunciation. It is not enough to talk to students only about 
changing vowel sounds within these word pairs; the meaning connection must also be 
addressed explicitly. 
• Pattern 2 Long or short vowel : schwa alternation. 
define/ definition, comp~te/comp~tition, compQse/compQsition 
locf!l/locf!lity, metf!l/metf!llic, relative/relativity, mobile/mobility 
In each of these word pairs, the long vowel in the first word changes to a schwa 
Id I in the second word, although the spelling does not change. This pattern of alternation 
is often referred to as one type of vowel reduction because the accented long vowel in the 
first word of each pair becomes reduced or unaccented in the second word. 
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Because the schwa is an unaccented, reduced vowel, its spelling is often a problem 
for students-its sound offers no clue to its spelling. Students, therefore, should be led to 
an extremely useful strategy: When they are uncertain about the spelling of the schwa 
sound in a word such as compQsition, they should try to think of a related word in which 
the corresponding vowel is apparent-as in the case with compQse. 
• Pattern 3 Vowel and spelling alternation 
The words that fall into this category again alternate a long vowel to either a short 
or a reduced vowel, but there is an alternation in spelling as well, usually affecting the root 
of the word. The key to understanding these patterns lies in their predictability. Looking 
only at one pair, students can see no pattern; it is only when groups are considered that the 
logic emerges. 
Note the pattern in each of the following groups of word pairs: (1) 
cons!J,me/cons!J,mption, ass!J_me/ass!J,mption, pres!J,me/pres!J,mption; (2) receive/rec~ption, 
deceive/ dec~ption, conceive/ conc~ption; (3) explain/ expl~nation, proclaim/procl~ation. 
The meaning of the root does not change despite changes in sound and spelling. These 
patterns are less frequent, but they are not irregular. 
The following patterns involve quite different sound alternations, but students are 
often fascinated to discover that the same root exists in both words of each pair: 
denounce/denunciation, pronounce/pron!J,nciation, detain/det~ntion, retain/ret~ntion, 
contain/ cont~ntion. 
Roots and Combining Forms 
The problem is that Latin roots are often hidden within words and are difficult to 
locate. For example, attraction offers intriguing possibilities for analysis, but beginning an 
examination of Latin roots with examples such as -tract- is probably leaping a few 
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conceptual notches. The root is hidden from the untrained student eye and, although its 
meaning changes subtly across words while retaining the core meaning of "to pull," 
students usually cannot appreciate this phenomenon. The Greek number prefixes mono-, 
bi-, tri-, quad-, and so forth are a good starting point because of their frequency. 
For example, students are often surprised to note how the prefix mono- has 
affected the meaning of common words: monotone, monotonous, and monorail. It is a 
fairly short step to more intriguing forms such as tele-, thermo-, photo-, -meter, astro-. As 
such forms occur in different words, their pronunciation will change; this is quite natural 
and underscores the primacy of meaning over sound in English orthography. For example, 
students will note the changes in the pronunciation but not in the spelling of the italicized 
vowel letters as the stress shifts in the words telegraphy/telegraphic, 
thermometer/thermodynamic, photography/photographic. 
Once students understand the way Greek combining forms work within words, 
they are ready for the challenge of Latin roots. It should be understood that the 
instructional objective here is not mastery of 157 Latin roots, but rather (1) a working 
understanding of a few relatively frequent roots and, perhaps, more important, (2) a sense 
of the root as a stable element in words, an element that can be conceptualized as a unit in 
the same way as are prefixes and suffixes. 
It is wise to begin systematic study with roots whose one meaning in most words is 
relatively constant. The following is a sampling of frequent roots (Becker, Dixon, and 
Anderson-Inman, 1980) whose meanings are fairly stable: 
-spect-: to look; inspect, spectator 
-press-: to press; impress, pressure 
-form-: shape; formula, conform 
-port-: to carry; export, portable 
-pose-: to put or place; compose, position 
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-tract-: draw or pull; tractor, retract 
-spir-: to breathe; respiration, inspire 
Let's consider how one such root, -port-, might be investigated. When combined 
with prefixes and suffixes, its various meanings are easily perceived: port+ able= capable 
of being carried; port+ er= one who carries; im +port= to carry into; ex+ port= to 
carry out of By itself, of course, the root port has come to mean a harbor, or a place 
where cargoes are carried in and out. 
3. Follow Up 
The students will have a great deal of practice in associating graphemes with 
phonemes and pronouncing sounds correctly. 
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APPENDIX D 
THE VOCABULARY LEARNING LIST 
1. journal [d36nJ] n. a magazine that is published regularly AA fiJ, *l ~ 
*His paper was published in a famous journal. 
2. textbook c'-tEkst buk] n. a book used in schools ~ f4 jf 
I 
* Students must bring their textbooks to school. 
3. abbreviate [8'brivI,et1 v.t. make a word, phrase, or story shorter; shorten 
?.Im; 7.1~ 
abbreviation n. 
* We can abbreviate "foot" to "ft. " 
4. stadium [S tedr am] n. a modem sports field ft 1f ~; ii mJJ ~ 
* The race will take place at the new stadium. 
5. popular [
1p°'pjolCJ1.] adj. liked by many people ~ l?k ill! I]{] 
popularly adv. popularity n. 
*The movie star is popular with girls. 
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6. university ,L 1Jn a 'v Jsat1] n. an institution for learning of the highest grade -Jc * 
* This is a national university. 
7. convenient [kan 'v1~ant1 adj. causing no trouble; handy; easy to reach or use 
~ lU I]{] ; }J ~ I]{] 
conveniently adv. convenience n. 
* It is convenient for us to go from here to the station. 
8. equipment [r
1
kw1prnant1 n. the things needed to do things ~ 11; ~ 11 
eqmp v. 
* I think we need some modem office equipment. 
9. amateur [a; Vil 8 i5 u r] adj. a person who studies an art or plays a game for 
1 
pleasure, not for money ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ li 11J ~ 
*He is not professional; he is only amateur. 
10.compete [ke>m
1
pit] v.i. enteracontest;trytowin bl:-; --
competition n. 
* I don't want to compete with you in the race. 
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11. utility ~u.'tr\8h] n. any useful service for the public, such as water to the home, 
the gas service, etc. 
c~ms*, m, ~m~~)0ffl$~ 
* If you pay three thousand dollars a month, utilities will be included in the rent. 
12. available [e 've labl] adj. that can be obtained, ready or suitable for use 
avail v. availability n. PI 1-{f tU ag; PI tlJ ffl ~ 
* This book is available in our library. 
13. purchase [pjtf3S] n. the act of buying JlM ~ 
purchase v. purchasable adj. 
* He gave his son some money for the purchase of a new dictionary. 
14. spelling [SpEII~] n. the way in which a word is written by the proper order of 
letters m ~; 1# ~ 
spell v. 
* He is not good at spelling. 
15. advertisement [cedv0l'tc:uzment1 n. the act of making something generally 
known by mean~ of printed matter, radio, or the like J{ ~ 
*We all saw the advertisement on TV yesterday. 
' 
16. furnished [ f S-n-rjt1 adj. with furniture 1ffl :fl"% Ji ~ 
furnish v. furniture n. 
*This apartment is furnished. 
17. condominium [ ka.nda'm1n1am] n. a block of apartments of which each is owned 
1 
by the people wholive in it. ~ 7t 0 f.I{ 
*They have just bought a condominium. 
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18. colony f ko I ~m 1] n. a country or area under the control of a distant country and 
settled by people from that country ~ ~ !If! 
*Vietnam was once a French colony. 
19. artificial ~o.rla '-Fyah adj. made by human skin or art A I~; Am~ 
*The material is artificial, not natural. 
20. international [?nt~ncefanl1 adj. between or among nations 11 ~ ~ 
* English is an international language. 
' 21. medal [mEd ! ] n. a coinlike piece of metal, marked with a design or words, 
given as a reward or honor' or for celebrating a great event ~ t;i:; m t;i: 
* The committee awarded him a gold medal. 
22. solve [SC\I V] v.t. find the answer to or explanation of something m ~; m ~ 
solution n. 
* Can you solve the problem for me, please? 
23. official [ 8
1t1 5a I 1 adj. of an office or a position of authority 1r 1i ~ 
* Mandarin is both our national language and official language. 
I 
24. maintenance [ mentan~rn~ n. the act of maintaining ~ ~ 
maintain v. 
*The cost of maintenance of the car is high. 
25. tenant [ tEnant] n. a person who pays rent for the use of a room, or land etc. 
mt;; im P 
*We have 35 tenants in this building. 
26. decorate [
1
d£~a ret] v.t. make something beautiful ~Ml 
/ 
decoration n. 
*We decorate the room with flowers. 
27. billion [
1 
b1 IJ 8Vl ] n. one thousand million + it 
* There are more than one billion Chinese people in the word. 
28. powerful [ ~auai. fa(] adj. strong; having great force 5$. f::. Ef<J; ;ff fJ l}{J 
power n. 
*The United States is a powerful nation. 
' 29. specify [Spcsafql] v.t. mention or describe in detail; state fully and clearly 
/ ~~~JYI; ~re 
specific adj. specifically adv. specification n. 
*Please specify the details of the operation. 
30. athlete [£8I1 t] n. a person who is trained for games or sports 
illJJ~; illJJ* 
*Tom is an excellent athlete; he is good at sports and games. 
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The Short-Term Vocabulary Recall Test 
Please choose the most suitable word to complete each sentence and put the answer, a, b, 
c, or d in the ( ) . 





( d) location 
( ) 2. Michael Jackson is a(n) star. 
(a) central 
(b) popular 
( c) official 
( d) artificial 
( ) 3. Please bring me a cup of tea if it is 
(a) convenient 
(b) international 
( c) official 
( d) professional 




( d) advertise 




( d) available 
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( ) 6. is always a problem to every learner 
when he or she is learning English. 
(a) Textbook 
(b) Maintenance 
( c) Spelling 
( d) Decoration 
( ) 7. We are looking for a(n) _________ apartment. 
(a) competed 
(b) furnished 
( c) boycotted 
( d) abbreviated 




( c) powerful 
(d) journal 










The Long-Term Vocabulary Recall Test 
Please choose the most suitable word to complete each sentence and put the 
answer, a, b, c, or d in the ( ). 
( ) 1. Mr. Smith is our landlord; we are his ______ _ 
(a) athletes 
(b) tenants 
( c) amateurs 
(d) students 





( d) thousand 
( ) 3. "Mr." is a(n) of "Mister". 
(a) decoration 
(b) population 
( c) advertisement 
( d) abbreviation 
( ) 4. will be included in the rent. 
(a) possibilities 
(b) utilities 
( c) abilities 
( d) universities 






( ) 6. Proper is important for the machines 
to be in good condition. 
(a) convenience 
(b) importance 
( c) maintenance 
( d) abbreviation 
( ) 7. Only athletes can compete in the 
Olympic Games. They cannot play sports as their occupation. 
(a) professional 
(b) amateur 
( c) convenient 
(d) common 
( ) 8. He is engaged in business, so he 




( d) international 
( ) 9. We have to put a( n) in the newspaper 
for someone suitable for this job. 
(a) advertisement 
(b) maintenance 
( c) abbreviation 
( d) equipment 
( ) I 0. Hong Kong has been an English but 
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Informed Consent Form 
I, agree to take part in the research project on how Chinese 
students learn English vocabulary. 
I understand that the study may involve up to three activities as follows: 
1) Oral evaluation before a learning session-it will take each person 3-5 minutes. 
2) Learning session-it will be 2 hours a week for 6 weeks. 
3) Vocabulary recall evaluation after the learning session-one class will be scheduled for 
it. 
I may not receive any direct benefit from taking part in this study. However, the study may 
help to increase knowledge that could contribute to an improved method of teaching 
English to Chinese students in the future. Li-ching Lin has offered to answer any questions 
I have about the study and what I am expected to do. 
Li-ching Lin has promised that all information I give will be kept confidential to the extent 
permitted by law, and that the names of all people in the study will remain confidential. 
I understand that I do not have to take part in this study. My decision to participate or not 
to participate in the study will not affect my official relationship with my teacher and my 
school, and will not affect my course grade for the English class, either. Further, I may 
withdraw my consent at any time. 
I understand that there are no expected risks to me, but if at a later date I either 
experience problems as result of my participation, or have further questions concerning my 
participation, I may contact Li-ching Lin at (04) 339-5087 (Taichung, Taiwan), or at 002-
1-503-2224025 (Portland, Oregon, USA) 
I have read and understand the above information and agree to take part in this study. 
Date _______ _ Signature -------------
If you have concerns or questions about this study, please contact the Chair of the 
Human Subjects Research Review Committee, Office of Research and Sponsored 
Projects, 105 Neuberger Hall, Portland State University, Oregon, USA 002-1-503-
7253417. 
